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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1913.
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"I believe, sir, in all the circumstances, you will not attribute the
RETURNtu
apparent offense offered you while in
a friendly country in the discharge
cf your duly as a public ofiicer, to
SOME VALUEXPLORER FINDS
DANISH
the real thinking; people, of this comOVER 3G0 PHYSICIANS
AND SCIENTISTS
munity. You are, sir. honorably dis
LEFT
BY PEARY 20
PAPERS
ABLE
GATHER
AT
COLORADO
SPRINGS FOR
charged."
You may foel assured, your lord
YEARS AGO, AND FORWARDS THEM TO
ANNUAL
CONVENTION.
ship," Jerome said, "that I underPEARY ARCTIC CLUB OF NEW YORK.
DR. WILEY'S SUCCESSOR
stand thoroughly the circumstances
TALKS ON
Since I have been in
THE TRIAL HELD LAST NIGHT AND of this case.
AN AGREEMENT
REACHED TO PASS
"LIMITATIONS OF FEDERAL FOOD LAW."
BY
THE
APPROVED
DEMOCRATIC
THE MANIFESTS ISSUED BY HUERTA
have been received with
.Vow York, N. Y., Sept. 9. Cienernl
Canada,
LASTED LESS THAN ONE HOUR. uniform courtesy
by the. thinking
AT THAT TIME, Thomas H. Hubbard, president of the
THE MEASURE
THE
MEASURE
FOR
CAUCUS,
FORCES FORECASTS THE BREAKam sure those who have
people.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 9.
Peary Arctic club, made public today
THE MAGISTRATE
APOLOGIZED
A SESSION LASTING
FOLLOWING
been
have
misled
been
More
intemperate
by
than
MONETARY
and
news
REFORM
scientthe
IS INTRO
of a second return by a
physicians
ING OF RELATIONS
WITH U. S
ignorance of the facts rather than by
ists from various countries of North
TO JEROME
FOR THE INDIGNITY
REPUBLICANS Dane of important records left by AdUNTIL 2 A. M.
DUCEO.
malice."
A America are in
FILE
REPUBLICANS
AND
CALLS
ON
ALL MEXICANS TO
the city in attendance
miral Peary in the Polar region.
There was a subdued outburst of
t
OFFERED HIM.
at the
BILL.
annual convention of
GIVE UP AMENDING
The government
of
Denmark,
MINORITY REPORT.
when Jerome sat down, but
RALLY TO REBEL INVADERS.
cheering
the American Health association which
through its minister to the Vnited
the cheers were1 drowned by hisses
opened here at. 2 o'clock this afterStates, lias sent to Admiral Peary the
and catcalls. ,
noon. The chief interest of the open
LOUISIANA SENATORS
record he deposited in a cairn at Navy JEROME LEAVES FOR
Mr. Jerome Immediately bought a MAJORITY REPORT
ing session centered in an address by WHOLE COMPANY OF
Cliff on the northeast coast of Greenticket for Island Pond. Vt., where he
Dr. Carl L. Alsberg, head of the buVOTE WITH REPUBLICANS land, in July, 1892. Twenty years later,
NEW YORK CITY will pick up his automobile and
TELLS AIMS OF MEASURE reau of
FEDERALS IS EXECUTED
in July, 1912, the record was recoverchemistry of the department
motor to New York.
of agriculture who spoke on the "Limied by the Danish explorer Kuud Ras-- i
In
the
room
detention
Harry Thaw,
ti.tions of the Federal Food Law."
mssen.
Coaticook, Quebec, Sept. 9. William over the railway station, heard thp
Washington, D. ('., Sept. 9. The
I'iedras NVgras. Mex., Sept, 9. A
TARIFF BILL
X
Dr. Alsberg laid special emphasis
The first crossing of Greenland from Travers Jerome's acquittal last night news of his old opponent's acquittal currency reform bill, as
by
approved
which
constitutionalists
manifesto,
PASSES, 44 TO 37.
on
the
west to east was made by Peary in on a charge of gambling was the chief almost Immediately.
necessity for better rural sani- claim is an
the Democratic caucus, was reported
of the Huerta govattempt
Washington, D. C, Sept 9. X 1892. He and his only companion, topic today among the ZfiW rest
"That's good," he said.
"It saves to the house today from the commit tation and said that the control of the
ernment to gain recruits by intimating
5
The Democratic tariff revision
liivind Astrup, completed the cairn on dents of Coaticook, though opinion me $230."
tee on banking and currency by Chair- situation rested largely with the states
in danger of invasion
X bill passed the senate late today
was divided us to the verdict.
This remark referred to Thaw's man Glass. Representative Hayes of as the federal government was limited that Mexico is
Navy Cliff and placed in it a record,
by a vote of 44 to 3", after all
The scathing remarks of Magistrate having offered to make good to a California presented a report from the to interstate matters. He pointed out from, the United States was received
H aving a request, printed on its back
amendments had been defeated.
to Jerome local hofel keeper as one of the Republicans, criticizing the measure that the big cities were far better paid here today. It calls on Mexicans to
ir. various languages,'-- that its finder Mulvena, who apologized
inSenators LaFOllette, Republican, S note the
for
offered him and de- surety's for Jerome's $,"0O bail.
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and proposing various amendments.
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and
time
and
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finding
X and
vasion from the north."
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that
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employ experts
majority
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the United States ment would use every effort to procurrency system
that it was taken July 22, 1912, and de in
Colonel Murugia, a leader in Saturhis efforts to get Harry K. Thaw
and to correct long standing evils that vide, for better sanitation
livered it to his government.
This
wherever
IN MAINE ELECTION have had a slow and deep rooted
back to Mattewan, were inclined to
day's battle when constitutionalists
possible.
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states transmitted to tne Peary
afternoon in accordance with an
The
before Magistrate
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of the federal forces
make all the innovations that might, biology
Antonio
Escoto,
achusetts institute of technology, who
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BY
agreement reached before the senate Arctic club Peary's record deposited Henry Mulvena, of Sherbrooke, lasted
from an ideal standpoint, be deemed
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of the certain
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session,
the court
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and
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"If
avoid
1900,
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May,
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and the "united help of all good citi
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the
Denmark
the
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in
by
future
she
the
away
..g'lr you are
has
past, she zens to preserve the respectability of
the national monetary commission and
cluding free wool and free sugar, here
THIRD.
honoraWy discharged."
pedition In May, 1907.
An attempt to hold
afternoon
disposed of.
against all central bank plane sugges- must begin at once scientifically and Alexieo."
These
two
records marked the
Senators who had remained in the
systematically to increase und con
tions, the report said:
fnp(, hecanse the nmeistr.-itThe execution of an entire company
chamber until adjournment returned cess of two original efforts.
felt he had no authority to take prece"After looking over the whole serve her food supply," he said.
Washington. D. C Sept. 9. Repreof federal soldiers, captured after a
was the first crossing
One
from
Numerous
were
conferences
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final
sentative
of
9
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at
de
over
o'clock
for
dence
the
James
chairand
after
McKee,
the
Michigan,
ground
vari
sleepy eyed
justicp
examining
east of inland Greenland, The of the peace who signed the warrant man of the Democratic congressional ous suggestions for legislation, the during the morning sessions in which severe fight near San Buena Ventura,
liberations, the income tax, the cot- - west
was officially reported to constitu
was
other
the
of
determination
first
arrest.
was
Jerome's
on
Mr.
for
an
committee
ana
committee,
otner
amendcampaign
ton schedule
several
early
banking and currency is the use of disinfectants, rallies, vac- tionalists headquarters today
by Col.
northeast-easterGreenland's
northern
and
cine
White
House
sever
caller
and
of
and
Senother
effecanulvzthe
to
be discussed.
virus, typhoid
firmly
ments remaining
opinion that any
today
Joseph Beaulne, a Coaticook
In command of a large
Yillareal,
ed
the
of
Maine
results
the
intive
were
on
considerd.
election as
boundary.
!who said he variously represented the
subjections
legislation
banking must
ator La Follette planned to discuss
body of insurgents
operating about
the cotton schedule and offer amend-ritntijustice, the people and the criminal a distinct Democratic gain. Mr. Dore- clude the following fundamental ele.Monclova.
mus
out
that
it
which
Icode, interrupted the afternoon session
considers inrtispensipointed
Patlangall. the ments,
Ncw York, N. Y Sept. 9. The local
CLEW FOUND IN NEW 'but when he endeavored to renew Democratic candidate, polled a great ble in any measure likely to prove sat- PENNSYLVANIA
FLYER
Senator Bristow and Senator
( dice of
the National Railways of
Isimilar tactics in the evening, h; was er vote man uio resident Wilson in isfactory to the country.
were ready for the final arguMexico announced today that official
the same district last fall.
"Creation of a joint mechanism for
ruled out of court,
ments against free cattle, free wheat,
He issued this statement:
YORK MURDER
the extension of credit to the banks
ndvices had been received from MexGOES INTO DITCH
Mr.
Jerome
When
and rates on other agricultural prodacquitted,
"The Maine election, while disap- which possess sound assets and wnich
ico City stating that the government
to
thanked
the
court, spoke flatteringly
ucts, and Senator Norris planned
ad agreed to provide whatever money
pointing in the failure to, elect our desire to liquidate them for the pururge to valorization of coffee amend- POLICE MAY BE ABLE TO SOLVE THE !of his reception in Canada, and added Democratic candidate, who is a
very pose of meeting legitimate commer- THREE TRAINMEN ARE PROBABLY FATALLY K'ight be necessary to meet the comthat he did not attribute his arrest
ments.
auie
is not at cial, agricultural, and Industrial de
pany's October inturst obligations,
OF
MYSTERY
MURDERED GIRL
BY and brief
imprisonment last week to all progressive Democrat,
The principal changes made in tho
,
.
INJURED, ALTHOUGH ALL PASSENGERS amounting approximately
discouraging, when we consider mands on the part of their clientel.
to f
.. ",K iii'iikihk yeupiB ul me iumunuii.
bill by the senate concern the free
UriUP nr nillniu
ill
the
The Democratic candi
"Ultimate retirement of the present
mtfflia ur riUUIT bHJt
EVESCAPE WITH MINOR INJURIES.
HnlLnjHe took a late train from Coaticook date figures.
list and the income tax. House leadreceived within about a hundred
currency, with suitable
Vera Cruz,
Sept. 9 When the
ers hellevfe tiio senate changes would . THE BODY OF VICTIM WAS WRlPPED ,ast niKht in order t0 be in Xow YorI of the votfl rViSt'Vw the president last
ERY CAR BUT ONE
DERAILED.
provision for tho fulfillment of governsteamer Tamaulipas sails tomorrow
to Montreal
aild will return
(today
new
duties
revenue
the
reduce the
fall. This is a remarkably
good ment obligations to bond holders,
for the arguments on the latest Thaw
riorning for New Orleans there will
vere esti nated to produce and they
showing, when we consider that it coupled with the creation of a satisfactsew york. bept. 9. The trail of the habeas
bench
hefore
the
corpus
king's
New Madison, Ohio, Sept. 9. The be on board a few Americans, part
was a special election. The Repub- tory flexible currency to take its
hope, in conference, to get senate murderer who cut up his victim and ;nt Montreal,
September 15.
New York-St- .
Louis flyer on the Penn of whose passage has been paid by
lican victory was due primarily to place.
Uaders to agree to restore some of sunk her body In the Hudson river
Mexican government. If other
five the
Townspeople packed the court room the return of a large number of Prothe house provisions.
of sylvania railroad was derailed
for better extension
"Provision
less than ten days ago, led detectives iwhen
was opened.
Jerto the Republican party. At American banking facilities in foreign miles west of here at 9:40 this morn- Americans wishing to leave the counThe senate reduced the minimum to today to the little second hand store ome the hearing
gressives
looked straight at the court and least
of the seventy-th- try, whether destitute or not, apply
the Republican vote gained countries, to the end that our trade ing, injuring thirty-fivwhich the income tax will apply from ot George Sachs, on the upper east did not
glance at the (hrong which something over six thousand, and the abroad may he enlarged and that ree
passengers and fatally injur lo the local authorities they
to $3000 and Increased the rates side. The pillow was sold there, as was
plainly hostile.
Progressives lost that much as com- American business men in foreign ing tnree ot tne crew, six coaches promisea nrst class transportation
cn the larger incomes over the house was the fancy red and blue ticking, in
A. C. Hanson, joint crown prose pared with the returns last fall.
countries may obtain the accommoda- went into a corn field on one side of- !f'ny American port to which thew mjly
which
on
a portion of the slain girl's
previous. Countervailing duties
the
case
with
the track, the engine and tender strik- wish to go.
the
cutor,
opened
tions they require."
Pat"The
middle-ageDemocratic candidate, Mr.
womseme manufactured commodities were body was found. A
Until today there had been
reading of the complaint of Milford
his ing a bridge abutment on the other
Senator Norris
imposed by the senate to meet the free an, stout and poorly dressed, bought It Aldrieh, a mill hand who swore he tangall, in an interview this mornside of the track and turning one span reived at Vera Cruz no intimation
ing, refers to some defections in the amendment to provide a special form
list of raw materials. The counter- last April.
the defendant
had seen
that President Huerta expected to
playing party.
of retaliation for conditions such as of the bridge into the air.
tne nunt narrowed today to aj cards
vailing duty on wood pulp was elimifor money at the railway sta
The rear coach remained on the fulfill the offer made by the govern- two or three local P.razillan coffee valorization plan, but
were
"There
Who she is
nated. The free wool and free sugar search for this woman.
tion. Statutes were quoted to show
rails and the next, coach, although off rient to Americans last week, but init was defeated.
provisions, around which the spec- and where she lives were questions that this was an indictable offense influences which tended to reduce
the track, did not overturn.
structions to port authorities followed
Demotions
our
Bet
all
detectives
the
Norris
Senator
but
vote,
to
it
themselves
considered,
charged
things
of
tariff
tacular features
fight
,the
None of the passengers was serious- a request telegraphed to Mexico City
punishable with a year's Imprison- seems to me that the Democratic vote crats had been so bound
answer..
diThe
was
traced
their
pillow
by
sen-alranged, were unchanged by the
to her, because the manufac- ment.
was as large as could be reasonably party caucus that they were not vot- ly hurt, but two firemen were so badly yt.storday by a group of Americans
The income tax is expected to rectly
Samuel Jacobs, of Montreal, who
turer
had
made
a
dozen
of
its
expected .and the result certainly ing their convictions on trust amend- crushed and scalded lt is believed who were dissatisfied with the aci
only
make up the loss of revenue on sugar.
had sold that dozen to Sachs and had been retained by New York state- cannot be construed as disapproving ments, inheritance fax amendments they will die, and a chef in the diner coinmodations Consul Canada was
kind;
The Republicans today gave up he had sold but two. One of these In its effort to return Thaw to Mat- of the president's administration or
was seriously scalded. Tho engineer iiUe to
supply.
snd similar provisions offered from the
hope of carrying any amendments and was accounted for, the other went to lewan- cnl6naRa
suffered a severe scalp wound.
al l
lalu,B policy."
After a favorable
answer had
side.
Republican
a
on
permitted many of the votes to be the woman
to
public
gambling
The wreck occurred on a sharp
from the capital, some of those
Portland, Maine, Sept. 9. Speaker
sought by the detectives. aPPlied nly
When tho
taken, off the roll call.
ne
i
court iook John A. Peters, of Kllsworth, was
The ten remaining pillows lie 0n eouveyance proper.
curve, where the track was weak, the who signed the petition refused to
fight over agricultural products open- Sachs' shelves.
'"''s Question under advisement and chosen to fill the vacancy in the third WILSON UNABLE
train traveling at high speed.
acept assistance on the ground that
ed, Senators Thornton and Ransdell
The injured were taken to RichStories of girls missing from home called for witnesses,
congressional district by a plurality of
Americans they did not feel like
GO
TO
PERRV
of Louisiana, Democrats, joined the have come
TO
Michael Knight said he had seen 553 over Mayor William A. Pattangall
mond, Ind.
by. the dozen to the district
acepting charity from the Mexican
,
Republicans in voting against the low
"a
;little
of
with
defendant
the
Edward
game
office
Democrat,
Waterville,
since
CELEBRATION
the
playing
murder
f.overnment.
An attorney's
duties of the Democratic bill.
came to light. There were two in- - of draw" in the station yard. The M. Lawrence ot Lubec, Progressive, a
If an applicant for free passage adamendment by Senator Bristow for a
out
to
SENTENCING
OF
in
race.
been
had
third
the
defendant
in
poor
pointed
which
stances,
detectives
however,
mits having in his possession suffi
Columbus. Ohio. Sept. 9. President
fifteen per cent duty on cattle, swine, were interested
of
York.
in
New
returns
him
as
this
election
The
Jerome
above
all
others. One;
special
WHITE SLAUERS
cient money he receives no
aid.
Woodrow Wilson today notified Govsheep and other domestic animals was was the case of Ella Steinemann, miss"Did you see him win any money? from all but a small island plantation,
ernor Cox that he will be unable to
defeated 33 to 29. The senate comAmong the applicants it is not
a
POSTPONED
Peters
IS
iasked
the
is
15.106;
14.553;
whose
father
ing
prosecutor.
gave
the author
year,
joint
Pattangall,
common to find those known to be
be present at the Perry victory celemittee's action In cutting off the ten of several
"I saw a bill changed," answered Lawrence, 6,48".
Incoherent letters sent to
well to do, and, In a few cases,
tomorrow and
bration at
per cent duty on cattle, fixed by the the morgue keeper, and
In
who
not
could
Novemvote
witness.
"I
the
The
for
say
the district
president
San Francisco, Sept.
Maury I. wealthy. The difficulties of obtain- house bill and putting them on the
that he is kept away
saying
Thursday,
it.
was:
ber
dis14.692;
Steinemann
himself has
Wilson,
Roosevelt,
jwon
Drew lammetti, convict :lm? flrgt cIa8S
free list, was then ratified 31 to 28. attorney.
by the thought that no man can truly uiggs ana
have
conducted 13,236; Taft, 7,159.
transportation
The
appeared and is sought to tell more
those who did their duty by ed under the Mann white slave act, cllPcUed the nish ont of the republic
Senator MoCumber led the fight of
praise
"I
Mr.
was
short.
Peters
Mr.
his
said:
the
conviction
Jacobs
result,
that the slain girl by
very
regard
not
be
when
tomorrowwill
sentenced
bill
own.
house
free
The
his
wheat.
against
grpaty The number Qf Amerlcang
was his daughter.
"Why did you stop to watch the of the election as a signal triumph not neglecting
t.
van here is still
ueujrtr uuugf w in.
imposed a duty of ten cents a bushel,
The president had been Invited to uit-- apiH-alarger but there are only
The other case is that of Jeannette igame?" he asked.
only for the Republican principles of
if
for
the
Fleet
that
transferred
request
senate
purpose,
committee
but the
thirty on the Tamaulipas whose pas-- ,,
"Because it was in an automobile protection, but also for the new liberal make an address on the occasion of of BPHC,al
Norman, a vaudeville actress, who was
AtUnited
Sta.es
to
list.
the free
a"lant
the item
sage has been paid by the Vnited
at a local amusement park. and a man in front had a little type-Sh- Republicanism. I believe it to be en- the celebration. His letter of deciina- torney General
Theodore Roche is States.
An amendment by Senator McCum-ba- r employed
on August 31.
and I tirely possible to harmonize and unite tion and regret to Governor Cox, folwriter in his lap,
disappeared
that
Roche
announced
was
cent
granted.
today
for a fifteen per
duty
lows :
An American, W. J. Sickles, oft
the
That is the date of the newspaper was interested."
strength."
he would ask for a continuance of both
defeated 39 to 29. Senator Jones made
was a New York newspaper
vote showed a fall"It is a matter of deep regret, with cases until
The
with his family, asked
This
about
the
8rriv'"S
second
of
Progressive
wrapped
portion
on
the
that
ground
Monday
a further attempt to have retained the torso.
11:6
co"8uI for transportation to
jman writing his story under diftlcul- - ing off of about 50 per cent from that me that by duties here render it im- the Harris-Diggcase of subordination
in the bill the house provision for a
to
me
be
and
The torso of a young woman, one ties,
present
given Colonel RooBevelt last Novem- possible for
of
comes up this week and Mnp United States. Consul Canada
five per cent reduction in .duty on all
Jonathan Chesley. nearly SO years ber. On the other hand, the Peters share in the notable celebration of the thatperjury
part of which was picked up last Sat-he wishes to have all the cases "'Tered nrst clasa pasasgo to New
goods Imported in American ships.
I
108
am
kept away
per cent greater than victory at
yesterday at widely 'old and snow white of hair and vote was
before sentence is pro-- 0rIeans on the steamer Tamaulipas
He mustered only eleven Republicans urday and another on
the New Jersey beard, was the last witness. He re- - the Taft vote, while the Pattangall and by the thought that no man can truly completed
for the women, but only third class
places
on any of the trio.
nounced
to his support, however, and the pro separated
shore of the Hudson river, was dis- lated the now familiar details of the Wilson vote showed very little varia- praise those who did their duty by
w ill not for, tlle 'nen'
vision was removed.
The
prosecutors
government
membered while the victim still lived, '"little game of draw," and whenjtion.
neglecting his own.
,,r'c'K'ps reiusea to accept this,
Many foreign governments had pro"I need not attempt to characterize ask that a charge be pressed against
Mr. Pattangall, the Democratic canaccording to the report of the autopsy ;asked if he had seen Jerome win
8ent a telegram to General
tested against it.
;a,lti
for
Juror
Heister
for
contempt,
saying
made today by Dr. George W. King, money. said promptly, "Yes sir."
didate, gave out the following state- the great service of the men who won
The Republicans made a last inef"erta, accepting the offer of his
ment tonight:
that notable victory. That. I am sure, since the trial, that he did not consirtHow much?"
physician of Hudson county.
Senor Gamboa, minis-sfectual effort to have the Democrats county
New Jersey.
I have re- will be done better than I could do it er Caminetti guilty and merely voted government.
"'Can't say," said the aged witness.
returns
"From
the
which
take off the proposed duty of
to save attorney fees for the oul- - tfr
foreign affairs, immediately
I should judge that Mr. John by yourself and the others who will
was not
of the head made It
The
He
absence
ceived,
of one cent per pound on banpoints structed the collector of customs to.
the
up,
impossible. Dr. King said, to deterprosecution A. Peters was elected to congress from speak at the celebration; but I crave out parents. The prosecutor
Summing
anas. The provision for free meats mine
that public contempt will be Heis-- issue first class passage to Mr.
had
of from the pleasure of adding my tribute of
a
out
Dominion
law
mur
whether
or
the
this
district
murderer
that
by
plurality
pointed
Sickles and his family to their home
was denounced as "an iniquity" by derers had
can-the public 400 to 800 in a total vote of about
stunned the victim with been enacted to
unqualified admiration of the men, ter's punishment and that a jury
town.
Senator Bristow, who tried unsuccess a blow or resorted to the use of an frcm card sharps protect
on trains, steamnot be con- who, with so little did so much and not impeach its own verdict so that
should
result
The
The Tamaulipas will take a large
fully to have a fifteen per cent duty anaesthetic,
with the juror's statement will not help the
The Hudson river fori ships and other public conveyances strued as a rebuke to the national ad- crowned a difficult enterprise
fixed. His amendment was defeated several miles
defense to get a new trial.
number of refugees to New Orleans.
Xew Jersey land thnt. according to the evidence, ministration.
It is wholly to be at singular glory."
the
along
SS to 32.
side is
jMany of these are farmers from the
dragged for the head William Travers Jerome, late district tributed to Democratic treachery. Be
Another futile effort to put an anti and limbsbeing
innxaca district, who leave behind all
men
violated
of
in
the
had
of
success
of
New
certain
failed
cause,
York,
attorney
OF
body.
CHINESE
WHITE
WIFE
THE DAY (N CONGRESS their small
trust provision into the bill one to Detectives
contin- the primaries, they deliberately sacriffur- this law.
he
on
clues
vague,
properties, now deserted.
Though
MURDER.
working
IS
WITH
CHARGED
transfer imports to the free list nished
the pillow slips in which ued, the statute undoubtedly applied iced the party in this election. The
They were offered full protection by
whenever it became apparent they both by
Senate.
the Mexican authorities if they would
of the torso thus far to railroad yards and stations, and Democracy of Maine is loyal to Presiwere controlled by a trust was made found parts
Chicago. 111.. Sept. 9. Mrs. Alice
Continued debate on tariff bill with remain, but
were
dent Wilson and will present a united Davis Sing, white wife of Chas Sing,
today located he asked for a conviction.
they thought it advisHis amend- the makers ofwrapped,
4
by Senator Cummins.
vote
at.
final
an
a
p.
agreement for
the slips, on which the
Mr. Jacobs did not even sum up front in the next four years' camable to obey their government's
who was m.
ment was defeated.
Chinese
merchant,
vfalthy
letter "A" was embroidered. Through for the defense.
paign."
found murdered In his home several
'This was an opportunity for the
Investigating
Special committee
the name of the dealer In New
"To save the court's time." he said,
Halbert P. Gardner, member of the
Democratic party to give some real them,
days ago, was today formally booked West Virginia mine strike continued PROMOTIONS
York to whom the slips were sold, "we will make no statement."
of
national
committee,
Progressive
ACCORDING
relief from the burdens Imposed by was learned. This dealer. It was anon a charge of murder. She is being hearings.
Maine, said tonight:
TO MERIT. NOT POLITICS
Magistrate Mulvena said:
trust and combinations," said Senator nounced
held without bail.
The complainant
"Tn rendering judgment I shall be
had
to
been
unable
indicate
election
the
of
returns
tonight,
"The
Washington, D. C, Sept. 9. Alex
Cummins.
is Frank Sing Low, a brother of the
House.
the names of the purchasers of very brief.
1 believe
John A. Peters in the third district.
ander M. Thackara, consul general at
every
The senate began final voting on recall
the several sets of pillow slips.
Administration currency bill brought Berlin, has been selected for the post
man in Canada regrets and We had no money. Lack of funds rmrdered man.
amendments to the tariff bill at 4
The woman was questioned for In from the banking committee.
Both the New
and the New feels humiliation at the indignity hampered the Progressive working orof consul general at Paris, and Presio'clock. A half dozen amendments York authorities Jersey
believe the murder which has been nlaced upon you. It ganization and prevented proper pub- hours by the police, but declined to
Urgent deficiency bill,' bearing pro- dent Wilson will soon send the nomi
were pending when the debate ceased was committed In New ork, where is excusable
neither in law nor in licity. It is evident that the voters of speak of the crime, except to declare vision for elimination of commerce nation to the senate with others,
tinder the agrement made last night the bodv was dismembered and the fact.
The evidence adduced at this the third district are absolutely op- her innocence, since she was taken to court, passed.
which, administration officials
say,
Darts taken to the Xew Jersey shore hearing gives no reasons
James A. Emery testified before the will be promotions based solely on the
for the posed to the policies of the Democratic the morgue to view her husband's
on
(Continued
Page Four.)
in boats.
lobby committee,
charge which has been laid against party." merit system, regardless of politics.
body yesterday.
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IF CONSTIPATED OR
BILIOUS "CASCARETS"
For Sick Headache, Sour Stomach,
Sluggish Liver and Bowels They
Work While You Sleep.

True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes
Crystal Butter, 2 lbs. 65c
WINTER GROCERY GO.
PHONE 40.

R

i

PHONE 85 MAIN.

eoal

wood

&Tr?al.e

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

& S. F. Railroad Depot.

T- -

box.
Get a
Take a Carearet tonight to cleanse
your Liver, Stomach and Bowels, ana
you will surely feel great by morning-Yomen and women who have headache, coated tongue, can t sle. p. are
bilious, nervous, upset, bothered with
a sick, gassy, disorderel stomach, or
have backache and feel ujl worn out.
Are you keeping your I owels cl?.n
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few U
cathartic pills or castor oil?
Oascarets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove thp sour,
undigested and fermenting food a.i.l
foul gass; take the excess bil from
the liver and carry off the constipated
waste matter and poison from the
intestines and bowels.
Remember, a C'arscaret tonig'u will
straighten you out by morning A
10 cent box from your druggist means
healthy bowel action; a clear head
and cheerfulness for months, licn't
forget the children.

RESOLVED

Men Welcome

WE .STAND BE.HIISO

our coovs

Mother's Friend

DISCOVERED

Make: good

A Duty that Every Man Owe. to Thoia
who Perpetuate the Race.
IT IS

DEAL-OU- R.

HIGH FINANCE" THAT IS ANSWERABLE

FOR

THE WRECKS

ROAD-REF-

AN

ON THE

NEW

ARE PROMISED

ORMS

MAKE C OOP-Yl-

HAVEN

Care to get

AS

KIND

IMMEDIATE RESULT.

(By Gllson Gardner.)
it is just us import nnt that mon should
Washington, Sept. 9. The Interknow of pruKri'ssivo methods In advance of
state Commerce Commission records motherhood.
The snflVrfns, pnln and discan be easily
and investigations amply demonstrate tress Incident to
Avoided
by
having at hand a bottle of
the fact that "high finance" alone is Mother's Friend.
This Is a wonderful, penetrating, exterresponsible for the long list of dead
and wounded in the series of wrecks nal application that relieves all tension
upon the muscles and; enables them to expand
on the New Haven road in the past without
the painful strain upon the ligatwo years.
ments. Thus there Is avoided all those nervous
spells
tendency tit nausea or mornAfter the disastrous wreck at Stam- ing sickness: the
is counteracted, and a bright,
ford, Connecticut, ou June 12, 1913, fnny, happy disposition Is preserved that
the commission In Its report said I'l'flectst wonderfully upon the character and!
of the little one soon to open
"Modern steel equipment. .for
high
s ypa
. ,
bewilderment at the Joy of his
i
Yon nan obtain a bottle of
speeu passeuKer iiaiuu buuuiu
BTlval.
stalled at the earliest possible time, "Mother's Friend" at any dniB store at
and It will be the best dnllnr's worth,
as recommended in previous reports ?1.0O,ever
ynu
obtained. It
the mothof this commission, and legislation fix- er's health, enables herpreserves
to make a quirk
ing such a time should be enacted pnd eompletp recovery, and thus with
she will eairerly devote
without delay." At that time, the re- lii'faolf strength
to the care and attention which
port of the mechanical superintendent mean so much to the welfare of the child.
of the road, Mr. Wildin, to the com- Write to the Brndneld Regulator IX 129
WILL FORM FOREST
Atlanta, Ga., for their valumission showed that of the 2,288 cars I.umarandItltlg.,
instructive book of fculdance for
ORGANIZATION comprising the passenger equipment able
expectant mothers. Get a bottle of Moth-er- a
Friend
of the road, only 31 were of steel conwhile 2,257 were wood. Of
struction,
St.
A
meetX.
M.,
("owles,
Sept.
the 236 Pullman cars, only 24 were
ing or the settlers of the Hecos na- of
construction, while 57 had
tional forest was held at .Mountain
steel undernames, and 155 were of IT WILL BE TRULY
View ranch at Cowies, on September
all wood construction. This deplorft FARMERS' FAIR
7th, at 2 p. ni. Thenty-threpersons able condition of equipment is explain
were present and it was decided to go ed
by one fact. The New Haven road
into permanent organization. A com has been systematically milked for the
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. !). The
munication from the department of benefit of high financiers until its thirty-thirannual state fair may be
agriculture was read, covering the financial condition is such that it isiuuly said to be the one which is most
enefits to be derived by associations forced to pay dividends out of capital really the farmers' fair. Never before
of forest users; benefits accruing both instead of earnings. It can't provide have there been offered such magnifl- to the forest service and to the set- decent and safe equipment because it cent prizes for exhibits as are given
tlers.
iUiis year. Never before has there
has been looted.
W. Goodrich Jones of Temple, Tex.,
In the year 1904, the total capitaliza-- been so generous a response to the
was elected temporary chairman, with tion and funded indebtedness of this call for exhibits as there has this
it year.
The exhibits will embrace all
By 1911,
Charles E. Gold, as temporary secre- road was $114.41)1.000.
had increased to $390,852,200. In the multitude of crops and resources
tary.
The association decided to confine 1904, the earnings of the New Haven lor which New Mexico is justly beits work and its membership to the were $48,282,909, and in 1911 they coming famous, and many which have
never been exhibited heretofore. Mr.
Horseshoe and Mesa range of dis- were $62,153,435. In other words, the
capitalization of the road had in- Ralph C. Kly, the president of the
tricts of the Pecos national forest.
but 30 per cent; interest state fair commission, on his tour of
It was decided to hold regular creased were
243
per cent larger,
in the interest of the fair,
charges
monthly meetings during the year the while the money with which to pay the state
finds the greatest enthusiasm among
meetings to be held in Pecos village them was but 30 per cent larger. These
the various classes of farmers and
on the second Sunday of every month
figures were compiled from official re- stock raisers
The greatly increased
at 1 o'clock.
ports and presented by Charles Edoffered for exhibits of agriTh yearly dues were fixed at $1.
ward Russell, the railroad expert, in piemiums
It was decided to place the manage- liis recent series of articles in Pear- culture and horticulture, cattle, hogs,
adment of the association in a board of son's magazine, showing the physical horses, poultry, sheep and bees, in
nine directors, selected from differ- and financial bankruptcy of the Ameri- dition to the domestic science department warrant the belief that the
ent points of the two districts em- can railroads.
aggregation of exhibits in all
greatest
,
braced. Of these directors, five to
D.
Louis
In December, 1907,
will be entered at the
deDartmenls
constitute an advisory board to take
of
commenting on his analysis
of the best applied
results
The
fair.
beall
arise
that
matters
might
up
the New Haven's financial condition
tween the association and the forest said: "Last year's reported gain on methods of dry and irrigated farming
will be on display, each district will
bureau.
profit and loss transactions was meresend an exhibit of its choicest producA committee of three, consisting of ly a bookkeeping device. In the agto exhibit and
Henry J, Wtnsor, George A. Viles and gregate $10,096,605.01 expended to tions. Parties desiring
V, Goodrich Jones, were appointed make good
equipment depreciation who have not received a premium list,
to draft a constitution and
and which should have been charged to will confer a favor by sending their
submit same to the next meeting of nnoratinir exnensea was charged to name and address to Frank A. Stortz,
N. M.
the association for approval.
profit and loss andWTa.s paid for. out of Manager, Albuquerque,
It was moved and carried that the premiums received from sales of
nfvt meetlnir he held at the Vallev stocks and bonds. Last year, II ine
SHAKE IT OFF.
Ranch at Pecos on Sunday, Septem company's customary charge for main
tenance had been made, the net in- Rid Yourself of Unnecessary Burdens.
her 21, at 1 p. m. sharp.
Mr. F. C. W. Pooler, district man- come from all sources would have
A Santa Fe Citizen Shows
to provide a
You How.
ager of the forest service, and Mr. failed by $1,171,530.82
to
the
per
sum
sufficient
eight
pay
Thomas Stewart, local manager: Mr.
cent
dividend."
I. T. Yarnall and Mr. Louis Rudolph,
Don't bear unnecessary burdens.
'all of the Pecos forest service were! Commenting on this statement by
Burdens of a bad back are heavy.
"That
Russell
they
says:
Get rid of them.
present at the meeting and answered riranileis, the dividends on this enor- pay
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad kidmany questions and gave much infor-- might
they
s woolen capitalization
mutton concerning the forest service mouslv
neys.
for
hurt cut the normal expenditures
For lame, weak and aching backs.
and forest management.
physical maintenance. With this curendorsement
Local
proves their
The meeting expressed itself as tailed
expenditure for maintenance
highly gratifying at the amount of they could not possibly keep the road- worth.
Hilario Baca, Delgado St., Santa Fe,
money that had been spent this year bed, equipment and service in such
by the forest management in improv- condition as to insure the safety of N. M., says: "Off and on for three or
four months, 1 had pains in my back.
ing the road from Cowies to Pecos.
passengers. The wrecks followed."
were severe at times, especialCongressional action making com- They
strain on
the equipment of all roads ly if I lifted or brought any trouble
pulsory
NEW STYLE OF PUMP,
cars is probable. But no the muscles of my back. I The
with
was so persistent that
thought it
REAL THING action that congress can take can was
caused by weak kidneys. After
turn a loss into a profit. Congress, so
Doan's Kidney Pills a short
as it recognizes the legal right I had used
I
Deming, N. M., Sept. 9 Consider-- long
road time, I improved and by the time
other
Haven
or
New
any
of
the
able interest is being manifested in a
finished one box, I was cured.
to earn dividends on false' and fraudu had
very successful new style pumping lent Mill talization. cannot by law in The cure has been permanent and I
Doan's Kidney Pills
outfit being operated by Prof. George
crease the earning power of the New haven't needed
a long time. I have told about
E. Bell, a well known Kansas artist
Haven sufficient to pay such interest for
who is developing a fine farm south
my experiences before in a public
charges and at the same time keep statement and I am pleased to recwell with the
oi the city. He has a 160-froad in proper physical condition
a
pit five feet in diameter. He The truth is the American public is ommend Doan's Kidney Pills again."-50
For sale by all dealers. Price
of
has 40 ft. of 12 in casing and 70-facing a crisis in the matter of
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
two
thinM
and
only
casing, and on the top of the
ownership,
sole agents for the United
New
York,
must
roads
former is fastened a number four
the
Either
are possible.
pump, without any suction be permitted to increase freight and States.
Remember the name Doan's and
is
a
driven
The
by
pipe.
pump
passenger rates high enough to earn take no other.
and
stocks
conwatered
on
a
their
delivers
crude oil engine and
a profit
tinuous flow of better than 500 gallons bonds, or the whole system must be
over
per minute, and as the first stratum is charged and the railroads taken
shut off there Is no draw down when into public ownership. As a matter of
the well is in operation. Prof. Bell fact, the United States is one of three
DrinciDal countries of the world to re
says the work is a perfect success.
system of rail
The postoffice receipts of a town tain nrivatelv-owneGermany,
are a Bure business barometer. When roads.
Denmark
the receipts go up, the town goes up Italy. Switzerland, France,New Zealand
and
Australia
Bulgaria,
the
and when the receipts go down
owned and oper
town fades away. Postmaster Foulks all have government
with no wathered capitali
ated
roads,
has just been figuring tip and taking
Lots of serious problems face
no financial jugglery, and a
account of stock and Is pleased to an- zation,'much smaller .number
us as we come back to take up
of wrecks
very
nounce to the world how Denting and a lower loss of life. The death
workaday things.
stands. The July and August business rate on American railroads is the
The children must be made
foots up $627.56 in exvess of tU sama
in the world.
highest
ready for school.
of
or
30.64
a
last
period
per
year,
gain
The Interstate commerce commis
The house needs brightencent. These figures represent the two
sion closed its report on the previous
ing up.
in
dullest months
the year,
hie wreck on the New Haven that at
The winter wardrobe must
The Deming Woman's club, led by Stamford, Conn., with these words:
be provided.
its indefatigable president, Mrs. John "Establishment of safer and more effGarnett Molr, have started the ball icient operation of this railroad is imJust now the advertising colCarneumns of a live newspaper like
rolling to build an up
mediately necessary if congressional
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXgie library and what Deming women legislation extending the scope of gov
ICAN are a friend in need.
rurpose that they perform. The club ernmental regulation of railroads is
has arranged for the best lecture not to be called for and justified in
They are the guide to the
course ever given in the town and is the interest of public safety."
very things you want, always
de
the
growing
It is probable that
planning some profitable entertain
saving you time and worry and
ments. President Day .will mark the mand for governmental operation of
saving you
very
frequently
latthis
increased
will
be
by
formal opening of the club's activities. railroads
money.
Finch & McBrlde, contractors, have est lesson in death and Injuries resultRead the advertising today
commenced the construction of an all ing from private management for privand see how thoroughly the
ate
profit.
in
diameter
feet
ten
silo,
underground
merchants have been anticipatby twenty feet in depth for A. S.
ing your needs.
on his large farm southeast of
Woman
Every
They were planning while you
the city.
Is Interested and ihcrald
were playing.
know about the wonderful
And now they are telling you
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
Marvel J
their secrets and asking a
cases of kidney and bladder trouble,
and lumbago, because
rheumatism
chance to "show you."
they, remove the cause. You can not Ask yottrdrumrfstfor
Advertising in live newspatake this honest curative medicine H. If he cannot supIs a mighty power for perpers
MARVEL.
the
Into your system without getting the ply
sonal service- - use it
accept no other, but
right results. Try them. The Capital send stamp for book.
MmlCt.44E.Z3tt.l.T.
Pharmacy.

E

CAPITAL COAL YARD

THE RESPONSIBLE PARTY

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

INSTITUTE

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

V

.

Located In the beautiful Pccoi
Valley. 3,700 feet above sea level,
Open air
Bunshfue every day.
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In Amerloa. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

J.

detents

:

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Seoretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
e for particulars and Illustrated catscue, address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Supt.

lenver & Rio Grande R.R.
FARE

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

Santa Feto Durango, Colorado,

13.15
ACCOUNT OF

every

Coops
E

mm

Took

that

"

WHAT MORE CAN A HARDWARE MERCHANT DO THAN TO MAKE
GOOD? MAKE GOOD ON HIS STATEMENTS ABOUT HIS STOCK.
WE
ARE PREPARED TO SHOW THAT WE CAN MAKE GOOD. WE KNOW
WHAT TO BUY FOR YOU AND WHERE TO BUT IT. WE HAVE THE
BEST HARDWARE THAT CAN BE SECURED AND WE KNOW THAT WE
ARE OFFERING IT AT FAIR, SQUARE PRICES. WE ARE PREPARED
TO MAKE GOOD ON EVERY SALE, BECAUSE OUR HARDWARE IS THE
RELIABLE KIND. WE WILL SATISFY YOU; TRY US.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
PHONE

e

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

PHONE 14.

WE HAVE IT.'

Plight

j

!

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

i

N

father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
for

desired.

Bran-deis-

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,

on

t"nip-rmn-

j 1

NEW MEXICO

and we.

9, 1910.

POWER

s

N'

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

j

IENT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

all-ste-

COLORADO-NE-

MEXICO

W

FAIR AND INDIAN
Date of Sale, Sept.

SEENS

CARNIVAL

to 25, '13, inclusive.

21

rai'-roa- d

ft

244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

Foster-Milbur-

FAIR
STATE
THAT WILL BE HELD
AT

ALBUOUERQ UE
OCTOBER

OH
GOOD

THE

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

ONE BIG FAIR

ALWAYS

PURSES
RACES

YOU WILL

MAKES

GOOD

BE

11913

THAT
GOOD

PREMIUMS
EXHIBITS

!

GOOD

SPORTS
CROWDS

WELCOME VISITOR

A

ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP,

Write for a Premium List to
FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,

:

:

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

Austria-Hungar-

'

New Mexico Central

n

Vacation's

IT WILL BE A GREAT

TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
and El Paso & Southwestern.

-

10-i-

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

SIIMIR TOURIST FMS

t.

50-f-

Return Limit, Sept. 29th.

W

Honeymoon
Is O'er!

SANTA

The

Best
Route

FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M., AND RETURN, $12.10.

yy

East

Hor

tffiF

West

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt, N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
cr EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
-

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

104 DON QA5PER ST.

Wil-se-

J

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
if 47.

License Numbers,
-

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

Next Door to Postoffice.

NEW MEXICAN MINTING
Local Agents lor

j

Y

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A

Desk Unit with few or

jj001
tive.

cent greater.
they find that by boiling the skim milk command of the department by Com'
Mr. Ilouiomnn was on a rented farm, ti H it clabbers then? is no bfttler feed misisoner of I'ublic Safety D. C",
and he raised hogs. too. A short time f()p
lhey Coates.
c,i(.k,.s.1,j a,Mve
ago he learned mat ine uirmers oi a;
the
were
into
near-bhog
town
going
(lie hofis, keeps the fertility of the ticulariy distressing regime in which,
Hy CHJAS. A.
business, ami he w rote them about it.
Artisia, X. AI,, Sept. II. -- This por- A man e.ame down to see. anil was soil up to the very highest mark. The1' 'he general public had become peras the result of many unsolv-(-!
all expenses of maintainterbed
pays
.....
i
f
ih.i.
tloit (it I he PpnnR v:i lev is hut ten
.tlit,,,i
ti,
linK
murders.
.
lairy. Including interest on
.,
..
.,
,a ..
l..u"
JiMiiwi Mil jJtu i ,ns in m..-t
rat...rt uiu
ill i
rui iiifi c n an iuh an
i. , r,
t
ho
(.
f,
S
''A'l'me is never seen in uniiurm.
cents
,'.'"
i ,."
I'ortales. securing for them
acre in cultivation ten years ago---i
'"
lias a habit of scouring the city by
lie
r. o. b. Artesia.
bunch
This
per
pound,
and this season more than 2."i,U()li
hogs and chickens, are clear hlniHlf. ... ..... .nPn i,knB.n
....
....
fc. calves,
...
.Ml lions aeiiii;t,u
in,
'
,
.
OI
lou iiuiima rnui,
nm sccuou oi .,
.
...
acres are in full and complete produc- . ...
,
ine ivcos vai ll., cfivi.l'u iMiriniia lir.ut HnH hnn fivpn
,.,; I""'"is famous
. OI1 ..,.,.,,,,
finest
for
the
alfalfa
,,
ffi
more
with
the farmers
tion,
'
ttllllll'lll
U'lltH'f. lllM
pr.ogres- 1,1 ltl
ll.lf
'
i.i'nvL-tmd there is no doubt in the ..,.,, , ,
i,...
,... ,
mial
sive than anywhere in the southwest, crease of the few brood animals he
that, when it is sold on 1U. as
rt
as evidenced by these facts:
imKrhi
itti mm-exceeding his authority. It soon
linn a vpa nun.
li l..,.,tu
r ,,u
.'P,.,,,,,...
became noised about that "the old
Numbers of fanners have been rais- He has orders for several hundred oven the
Artesia
alfalfa.
n an is on the job." McAIpine is not
ing hogs; but two of these, S. A. ban- more such hogs, which will be delivernew to police work. He is a typical
ning and W. R Hollomon. have gone ed soon.
Into the business on a large scale.
looking westerner and is known as a
The bog business in the Artesia INTERESTING
Mr. I.amiing leases the most valuable
"bad man" in a fight.
this way: Ten hogs!
.oulltry
li(;,vs
section of land owned by the state get fat in M0 days on an acre of alof New- .Mexico, on which is a
falfa and they improve the stand.!
PERSONALITIES. ROYAL HIGHLANDERS
orchard and more than 130 acres in In Ho
ELECT OFFICERS FOR YEAR.
days the hogs have increased!
alfalfa. A year ago he went into the 1.00
pounds: that is the low average.
hog business, to see what results he
of that acre for !to days
Denver, Colo., Sept. !). The Royal
on 10 Irrigation at the
Iconld get. He put 3u hogs
will cost,
highest, $1; the feed'
in convention here today
Highlanders,
(acres of alfalfa: they were "ringed"
per hog (corn or whatever is given to
elected the following officers:
iso that they might not dig up the
the alfalfa feedl, $1: help $1:
President, W. K, Sharp, Lincoln,
roots and those hogs increased an steady
other incidentals, $1: (tall these cost
Neb.
!tu
in
100
of
average
days.: figures are "way high"); or a total
pounds
Most Worthy Evangel, W. B. JfC"
The brood animals he changed to prop-- l or
time
market for a
er pens and fed them nothing but l has $1. Thebeen less than long
Queen, Los Angeles.
S cent- snever
l,,,nJ
i,,.
Chief Secretary, K. J. Sharp, Aurora,
if.,.
but let us say
,
cents, which means
.' in piKH. 'mil. inn nisi ;if ,
Neb.
ureus
a
or
or
for
the
u(is;.,
lit;
$70
per bog:
Chief Treasurer, A. K. Siekman, Augave an insight into the profits. He
profit of $37 for the 10: if hogs are
rora, Neb.
lfJL .1 UI INt'Ill. Pt'lllUK Ulf Ulll'-- I '"),kept,
!f. If.
Mtroltuhoilt tllfi
Chief Counsellor, E. .T. llainer, Lln
...1 i.rnfi t
n
(UIO npri)
land he fed nothing al all but alfalln year, ,?' , '',, 1m,
coin, Neb.
corn
of
each per"
.
,
and a half a pound
"
Superior Auditor, A. L. Kribough,
" ,,,
day; so the profit on these hogs wasj;"'" " fp"d w" fmM n bef
Denver.
0
in
at the least $4 each,
days. The
Prudential Chiefs, P. J. Hanke, Suttil
because hough ,n larger n
alfalfa field, by the way. was in bet-i- '
ton,
he less as will
w,
Neb.; Al J. Siekman, Aurora,
labor
PC!".'SP
sold
were
ter condition when the hogs
C. A. Smith, Tilden, Neb., and
t.m-a- nd
the
Neb.;
at
ongmal
then,
on
it.
before they were put
B. Treat, Omaha.
li.
i
an
cuimim
lucre
iinnii
n.,
.i.,-.n,.,.u,i
cii:ngures
10- acres of $ .28S.
This bog
and created that "mulch" which all ,B
Adenoids are a Menace to Children
!b "1e..?f '""
agree is best lor the land, and!"
"
W allingford
Adenoids result from a succession of
There things
as well fertilizing the soil.
colds in babies and young children.
are Hi) acres of alfalfa now given over
They spoil tha mental and physical
to hogs -- and these new- hogs are the else no wouiu nave oeeu n iuhk tip.ii.
lire of a child. The condition that
But now these farmers are going i
natural increase, of his Initial herd.
Chief of Police James A. McAIpine, causes, them may easily be avoided by
Mr. banning expects to largely desist little further they are. establishing
careful parents. Quickly and thorThe chamber of commerce Who Never Wears a Uniform.
from the alfa,!fa business as it is gen dairies.
oughly cure all colds and throat irriput into fact the dairy
erally conducted that is, he will sell of Artesia has now
James A. McAIpine, chief of police tations by the use of
can after can of
Foley's Honey
v,i
ififo r, iho t.nnf at tin a vera bp busi ness. and
in
Wash., is a hardy Scotch- and Tar Compound, and adenoids will
over $S per 100 pounds Instead of In cream is shipped out thrice a week de-to- manSpokane,
who
has
in
been
.....
not
most
The
put
....
p
recently
where
inearbv
develop.
creameries,
nar iin
Capital Pharmacy.
,.i
,.,.o
The bogs give him no trouble, he licioua butter is made. The farmers
dairies
the help are finding that by maintaining
cares for them with
It takes to harvest and make alfalfa they do not need to buy feed for the
the skim milk taking its place: LORD
TO
and the returns are hundreds of
(
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BIG ADVANCE IN
CARNEGIE MEDAL
SHOULD BE SENT
.THE LAST 10VEARS
TO MABEL WALTZ
Dl.WS.MOltK.
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A Girl
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Heroine.

Atlantic City, Sept. II. How- wolllU
yon like to have a real heroine for a
friend?
This little girl should have a Carnegie hero medal, for she actually saved
two boys from drowning the other day.
Her name is Mabel Waltz!
'
The boys, Fred Hill and John Smith
were both
of Leonia, New Jersey,
much larger and stronger than she.
This is the way It all happened
Mabel, with her uncle and another
man, was returning to New York in a
launch on the Hudson river, after a
day's outing. As they went merrily
along they were suddenly attracted
by the faint cries of someone in distress. Soon they saw two boys clinging to an overturned canoe in midstream, where the current was very
strong.
The launch was Immediately turned
toward them!
Mabel, not waiting for the men to
go to the rescue, jumped overboard,
and struck out, with a strong stroke.
TO LOOK
OVER.
She, first, turned Fred Hill over on
ENOUGH FOR
his back and swam with him to the
launch.
.
.
in OJ)
I
Plucklly returning to the canoe, she
ANY
brought the second boy to the side
of the launch!
You see, neither boy could swim,
AND
RIGHT
AND IF YOU WANT YOUR SOUL TO BE FREE, WEAR
although both were big and strong.
GET
DON'T
SAKE,
AND FOR GOODNESS
STOCKINGS
LEFT
When they had recovered from their
THEM MIXED!
both youngsters were
exhaustion,
rather abashed to find that a girl,
She is president and founder of the
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. H. "I weal-bu- t
younger and smaller than they, had
three garments," says Mrs. Lillian Stuart School of Dress Education. She
saved their lives!
Stuart. "They are a waist, a skirt and went to the Buffalo congress as Mayor
But neither boy will forget the bravKiel's personal representative and as
a union suit."
ery and heroism of the little girl.
from the Missouri branch
a
It isn't betraying any confidence to of delegate
the Congress of Mothers.
Mrs.
herself
Stuart
because
tell
It,
New Mexican Want Ads always
The other delegates gasped when
bring results. Try it.
Mrs. Stuart appeared before t'.ieai in
ber three garment suit, supplemented
by a loose cord about the waisi and a
pair of sandals.
And stockings, of course. They're
not garments, but only accessories.
And, speaking of stockings, Mrs.
Stuart has this to say:
"Right and left stockings are just as
essential as right and left shoes. Every
night, if necessary, hang the right
stocking on the right bedpost and the
left on the left bedpost; but, however,
you do It. use right and left stockings and don't get them mixed.
"As for shoes, feet that are cramped
and distorted will make a woman age
fasier than anything else. The high
heels throw the body out of poise and
cause nervousness. The pointed toes,
wherein there is scarcely room for
two toes, throw the bones out of their
natural order, impede the circulation
end bring on nervous disorders.
"Off with the heels, and spread the
tees out! Big feet are no disgrace;
small feet bring on
.Mrs. Stuart also has definite reform
notions regarding those other "instruments of torture," corsets and collars."
"With nearly every corset worn,"
Viscount Haldane and His Sister, Miss Elizabeth Haldane.
she declares, "the woman carries approximately three and a half pounds
For the first time in the history of way. From 14th to i'ii streets its
o' steel. Her body is girded with ar- the United
The Grand
States, a Lord High Chan- sights fascinated him.
mor which clasps her ribs and draws
of
cellor
Great
Britain visited within Central terminal he called the most
them in tight. There is no room for
wonderful railroad station in the
its borders.
MRS. LILLIAN STUART, DRESS
expansion.
world.
On the passenger list his name apREFORMER.
"Clothing should not only serve the
From New York he went to West
Aupeared as Viscount Haldane of Cloan,
body, but should give the soul room to K.
Point, and from there to Montreal,
blurted it right out in public the other
T., LL. C, D. CL., V. R. S.
be
No
can
and
soul
free.
be
develop
where he addressed the American Bar
DisThe first thing Viscount Haldane de- association. He returns to England.
day at the school hygiene congress In f'ee if its waistline is eight Inches too
Buffalo.
She is proud of her simple small, its feet pinched and its neck sired to see in New York was Broad immediately.
costume, and wants all women to restrained by a collar that would fit a
adopt it.
giraffe in evening dress."
'
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.

only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-clastationery, you would "choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And. if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

asi"'
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s
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-

i

one-fift-

OF

COUPON

(M0

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.
Let us show you samples.
NEW MEXICAN
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PRIN TING COMPANY,
Santa Fe. N. M.
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ALBUQUERQUE
October 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11,

break-downs.-

11

1913.

An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules,
Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
trains, ana urasses, harm Machinery, Wagons,
tomobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants'
plays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.

I ball

J

t

SHE BEAT POLICE, PAPERS AND
LOTTERIES

Sipriied Speed Contests,

Base-- !

Every Day, Automobile and Motor--

cycle Races, Carnival and Confetti

1

En-- 1

j

Write for Premium List to

Stgrtz,

ALBUQUERQUE,

Mgr.,

NEW MEXICO

--

San Francisco, Calif., Sept. S. Harboring a
grouch at lot-which
run
are
ries,
openly in San
Mrs.
Howard
Francisco,
Myrtle
lluegel recently started out to close
them, promptly engaged in a fight with
Chief of Police White, who refused to
aid her, attacked newspapers which
carry lottery advertising, by causing
the arrest of the publishers, and
wound up by entering the race for supervisor.
Through her unaided efforts, seven
nen have been convicted or have
pleaded quilty to running lotteries and
the publishers of all the daily papers
in the city, except the Daily News, are
awaiting trial. She also has filed
charges against Chief White for neglect of duty for refusing to assist her
iv. the
lottery crusade.
A few weeks ago Mrs. Huegel was
calmly pursuing her course of life in
keping house. Today she is one of
the most talked of women in the city,
with a name for nerve that few women ever acquire. She has been bluffed
Here is a picture of the first baby born along the trail to the new Alas- and threatened by the police at every
ka gold fields at Shushanna. As "Ba by McKenney" and its mother lay in turn, but lias continuel to stop lotbed beneath their polar-bea- r
"blanket ," C O. Sawyer, who is on his way teries. Now, with success in sight,
to Shushanna for the daily New Mex lean "snapped" them at the little camp clubwomen are rallying to Mrs.
of Blackburn, where Tom McKenney rune a laundry,
Huegel'8 assistance, though one of the
deep-seate-

tertainment for

t Frank A.

COMES

WOMAN."

Ne wMexico State Fair

BfF

INITIALS

" THREE GARMENTS ARE

Water-Mar-

(Fac-Simi-

MANY

WANTS PUBLIC OFFICE

t

"'S'

-

I

MRS. MYRTLE

H. HUEGEL.

clubs in formally tendering her help
put it, "that she seemed entirely capable of conducting her battles by herself, but wanted to go on record as
giving her moral support."
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news

6
1
1 owned by Charles P. Curtis, of Bos2 7 0 ton, which defeated the Cima, owned
Cincinnati
Hendrix and Kelly;
Suggs and by Guy Lowell, also of Boston, by 1
minute 35 seconds in a strong breeze.
Kling.
(Called end of sixth Inning; darkVOTE ON TARIFF BILL
ness, j

Pittsburgh

AT 4 P. M. TODAY

BASEBALL

RIVALS IN THE GREAT WORLD'S SERIES.
'Home

The Star Third Sackers of Giants and Athleti

Run"

Baker

National League.

Club
New York

Won

...

Philadelphia
Chicago
Pittsburg
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
St. Louis

56

73
65
68

New York

'

Lost
43
52
57
63

SO

-

74

51
45

84
83

Won

Denver

.

Des Moines

Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita
Club.

It was "Home Run" Baker, the Athletics' third baseman, whose bludgeon
made possible the winning of two
games In the world's series of 1911,
between the same teams which will
struggle for the supremacy this fall.
In the second game, with Plank
and Marquard pitching, Baker poled

WOLGAST SAYS
HE HAS FOUGHT
HIS LAST FIGHT

Ath-jb-

Ad

Wol-

title-holde-

re-e-

THE

Tf

3,000 FEET

r

:

ft

ESTABLISHES NEW WORLD'S
RECORD

FOR AUTOMOBILES

Corona, Calif., Sept. 9. A new
world's record for automobiles of 231
cubic inch piston displacement was
established here today by Edward
Waterman in a Buick car. Waterman
covered 102.45 miles in the light car
race over the Corona course in 1 :37:26
an average of 63 miles an hour.
The best previous record was 61
miles an hour.
HEART

DISEASE KILLS
GERMAN

AVIATOR.

Berlin, Sept. 9. Dr. Ringe, a
aviator, was killed today while
competing fo- - a distance prize.
The autopsy showed that Dr. Ringe,
who was physically weak, was strick
en with heart disease while in the air
pnd that In all probability he was
dead when the aeroplane began to
fall.

Ger-ira- n

ri.t
earffl

Illustration of an aerial somersault shows how the French bird-- r,
JLa inrned a complete somersault when 3000 feet above the
lives to tell about it
exhibition before
the French army
"u"r"r,hiB
blood-chillin-

gave

Ing corps

at

uc

"

g

.

t

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it

m

Ads

always

62
54

n

Pacific Coast League.
Won Lost

German-America-

62

87
83
75
75
76
72

78
74

n

y

82
84

88

American League.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at New York.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Washington
games) .

his constitution resulting from the operation. He never was the same old
Since his defeat by Ritchie
Wolgast.
less than a year ago, Wolgast has
fought several times, only to put up
disappointing fights. Beaten several
months ago by Harlem Tommy Murphy in twenty rounds at San Francisco
the closing chapter was written In his
ring career on labor day, when he
was decisively defeated at Oakland,
Cal., in a ten round bout with Joe
Azevedo, of Sacramento, an aspiring
lightweight of mediocre reputation.

technical knockout, though the record
Portland, Ore., Sept.
books chronicle the battle only as
gast, former lightweight champion, an- "won." Nelson had been a hero with
nounced today his final retirement fight fans during the several years he
had held the championship, and in
from the ring.
him Wolgast did not annex the
"I have just completed the purchase beating
popularity held by the Hegeswich boy.
of a ranch near Medford," he said,
Wolgast during his ring career
"and shall settle there permanently,
after a brief trip to my old home at fought over a hundred battles. He
Cadillac, Mich. I positively will not held the championship title from February 22, 1910, until November 28, CATTON IS UICTOR
fight again."
Wolgast attributes his recent de- 1912, when he lost to Willie Ritchie,
OUER FRANK QUINBY
feats to the effects of an operation for the present
on a foul in
the sixteenth round. However, Wol
appendicitis about a year ago.
The Montezuma Billiard Parlors
The retirement of Ad Wolgast from gast had undergone an operation for
the prize ring marks the passing of appendicitis six months previous, and were crowded to the doors last night
and among the audience were mem
one of the greatest
who his decline from the time he
ever lived. He won bis title as world's tered the ring was rapid, showing un bers of the bench, the clergy, bar and
champion fairly and squarely, by beat mistakably the weakening effects to!mny state officials, and they were
of the unanimous opinion that they
" had witnessed one of the most scien
tific games of billiards ever staged.
contestants were Marcus Catton,
LOOPING
LOOP
HIGH. The
that young wizard and son of the
of the world.
famous
How the Daring, Dangerous, Thrilling Aerial Somersault Was Performed
Billie Catton, and Frank Quinby,
of
By French Aviators.
Albuquerque, and formerly champion
of Iowa.
On account of the damp weather the
:
slab and cushions were heavy, as
were the balls, and it was difficult
for either of the players to get the
balls rolling to their touch, but when
they did, the many beautiful plays
and long runs brought down the house.
The final score of the game resulted
in a victory for Catton, 300 to 154.
Proprietor Oatman last night prevailed upon .Mr. Quinby to remain
over and play a match game of pocket
billiards for the championship of
New Mexico, with Charles Gooch, of
Santa Fe, who, if he improves as he
has in the past few months, will be
a contender for the world's championship at the pocket billiard style, of
play. Mr. Quinby assented, and tonight at 8 o'clock he will play Mr.
Gooch 200 balls for the state championship. The Oatman silver cups
were to have been presented to the
winners of the two tournaments last
evening, but a misunderstanding as to
the time caused a postponement, and
at tonight's
they will be presented
game.
Everybody's welcome, especially the ladies.
9.

73
76
81
88

Where They Play Today

e

ing Battling Nelson in forty rounds on
February 22, 1910, at Point Richmond,
C'al., when the fight was stopped by
Referee Ed W. Smith, of Chicago, who
awarded the victory to Wolgast. on a

62
67
69

65

Portland
Venice
Sacramento
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Oakland

the ball over the right field fence and: Herzog and Fletcher.
Both Herzog and Baker are im- scored Collins ahead of him. In the
thirri vama hp rainHit nne nf Mn. croved players now. Both have been
and
thonunn a mines nti tlin insiirle nf the through the fire, Baker in one
in two world's series. Both
Herzog
Giants'
into
the
plate and dropped it
are hitting the ball better and the
pavilliou for another trip around, tie- - struggle between them promises to
ing the score in the ninth. The
keenly contested. Herzog hit .400
letics won in the 11th on errors byjagainst Boston last full.

n

53

70

in-- J

.

Lost

S9
79
77
73

.

1

1

G-

Western League.

f,

.

American Association.
Won Ixjst
Club
..S7
57
Milwaukee
85
Minneapolis
64
...S4
.Columbus
66
77
Louisville
81
..63
St. Paul
83
62
Kansas City
S3
60
Toledo
S7
56
Indianapolis
Club

...

.

fifi

57

ARTIST AND STAFF CORRESPONDENT ATTEND
QUIES AND GAIN VIVID IMPRESSIONS OF
FLING."

THE GAY OBSECITY'S "LAST

mss a
not ir u

4

"Re Chicago
.TOuCfc HAVE-SCReiiceO RE

Today's Games.

W

V6HT

-

"iucu

WSf2s

American League.

First (lame
1

'

j

4

2

12

!Wa8hinlou

Gregg. Cullop, .lames and Carisch,
O'Neil; Boehling and Henry.

At Philadelphia
Chicago
Philadelphia
Russell and Schalk;
Schang.

2

0

7
6

Bender

1
2

and

ama-Pacifi- c

At New York
St. Louis
New York
Weilman, Leverenz, and
Fisher, Ford and Sweeney.

5

11

6

8

The healing demulcent qualities of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other medicine
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an inferior article. Refuse to accept it for it can not produce the healing and soothing effect
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Insist upon the genuine, which contains no opiates. The Capital

1
0

Agnew;

National League.
At Pittsburg

At Chicago
St. Louis . ...
Chicago
Neihaus and Wingo;
Archer.

FOR PAST WEEK

ARGENTINE WILL BE
PRESENT AT BIG FAIR.
Buenos Ayres, Argentine, Sept. 9.
In accordance with its declared intention of being represented at the Pan
exposition, to be held in
San Francisco in 1915, the government of the Argentine republic today
appointed a commission under the
Presidence of Angel Gallardo to organize this country's exhibit.

At Boston
2 10
0
Detroit
3 10 2
Boston
Grover, Dubuc and McKee, GibBon;
Moseley, Hall and Cady.( 11 innings.)

Brooklyn
PittBburg
Yingling and Fischer;
Cooper and Simon, KeUy.

IS MISSING

New York, Sept. 9. Congressman
Timothy D. Sullivan, nicknamed "Big
Tim" by the east side, has been missing a week. He disappeared at 2
o'clock last Tuesday morning from the
country home of his brother in Williams. Bridge, eluding his guards while
they slept and no trace of him has
been discovered since. He had only
one dollar when he got away.
break"Big Tim" had a nervous
down after the last election and In
consequence never took his seat in
congress. Instead he was placed in a
sanitarium. The courts judged him incompetent to manage his estate of
several millions and a committee of
four was appointed to take charge of
his personal affairs. After a trip to
Europe, the representative was taken
to his brother's home and three men
were hired to guard him.

Hie. EHniee

American Association.
Columbus at Kansas City.
Louisville at Milwaukee.
Toledo at Minneapolis.
Indianapolis at St. Paul (2 games).

TIM SULLIUAN

A

(two

National League.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Brooklyn at, Pittsburg.

At Washington
Cleveland

D. C, iSept. 9. Hot
Washington,
weather and drought have
played
havoc witli the nation's corn crop,
causing a loss of 421,000,000 bushels
between August 1, and September 1,
(according to the government's month-ator- s
j'y grain report, Issued today. Since
,lle flrst estimates of the prospects of
this Beafon there had been a de- "namon amounting to 666,- bushels and from the prospect
KIO;ofl
of the crop
lndiatf br theL condition
the. harvest will be
..
2,25l,ooo,000 bushels.
.
An increase in the estimate of the
spring wheat crop places 1 that . at'
.

--

80
SI

85

pre-cr-

'

7;!

Won

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington
Boston
Chicago
Detroit
St. Louis

IN BIO
THI'K'D BASIS STARS
WORLD'S SERIES GAMES. "HOME
Kl'N" FRANK. BAKER OF THE
AND (AT LEFT) HERZOG,
OH" TUB GIANTS.

49
57
60
71

55
50

(Continued from page one).

DROUGHT PLAYED
HAVOC WITH
1913 CORN CROP

111

4S

American League.

Club

Lost

S8
77
75
71:

American Association.
At Minneapolis (Second game)
8 15 1
Indianapolis
4 8 J
Minneapolis
Schardt, Harrington, Works and
Livingstone;
Mogridge,
Gilligan,
Burns, Olmetead and Rondeau, Owens.

9, 1910.

and while no debate was allowed on
the bill, opportunity was given to sen- introducing new amendments to
explain them in five minute periods.
The voting on amendments was
Pet.
liminary to the final passage of the
At Milwaukee
.672
1
S
2 bill, which was expected about 5:30 p.
.611 Toledo
The Democrats
expected no
3
. .... 2
.568 Milwaukee .
0 in
.541
Benton and DeVoght; Powell and clanee in the paity strength on any of
the amendments.
"
.441 Hughes.
Senator Cummins declared during
.430
..- ........ mai congress
Ik, laiuL ueuaie
.412 SEPTEMBER CROP REPORT
lino
louay
i.n fuv, nnn i,,,i,..i
.336
lu
'.LO
"""
IS ISSUED TODAY. ,V
bined crop of winter and spring wheat
......
ycuyic, wiiu Iiau suusll of the country 754,000,000 bushels, the
Washington, D. C, Sept. 9 The tuted mtMvaii
in its place a "single will"
the depart- that of President
greatest wheat crop ever produced,
Pet September crop report of
ment of agriculture, issued at 2:15 p. ed the Democrats Wilson. He assail exceeding the crop of 1901 by 6,000,000
.651
for the secret cau- bushels. The condition of white poeus and Insisted they had ignored
.606 r.t. today announced the following:
tatoes deteriorated to such an extent
a
Corn Condition.: 65.1 per cent of
562
party principles. To prove his asser-- that the
.
.
.
August, estimates of that
22.U misnei
indicated
m.lH
hB
tlnn.
normal,
he
yieia,
.508,
crop were reduced by 14,000,000
estimated
total
per
acre;
production,
Works
man
of
"the
who
more
has
.507;
to 325,000,000.
251,000,000 bushels.
435
fluence in the congress of the United bushels,
wheat
Condition, , )..',; .states than any man ever before had."
Spring
,37Si
"1 refer to Woodrow Wilson,"
he RIFLE MATCHES
.352; yii'ld, 13.0; production, 243,000000.
Outs Condition, 74.0; yield, 27.3; added.
AT CAMP PERRY
Senator
Cummins quoted from
productun. 1,066,000,000.
Pet.
CLOSED TODAY
Barley Condition, 73 1; yield, 23.2; President Wilson's book, "The New
.604 'production,
Freedom," and from the chapter
08,000,000.
Tts
be
5S2
there
"Let
Buckwheat-Conditio- n,
text,
light."
75.4; yield headed,
Camp Perry, Ohio, Sept. 9. The fin
he said, was that the "popular will
.568 18.2; production, 15,000,000.
al events of the rifle and revolver
,53!l
White
potatoes Cjnili.t i.oi, 69.9; should be substituted for the rule matches held under the auspices of
of guardians."
.445
the National Rifle association, the Inyield, 88; production, 325.000,000.
"That, must have been written be.428
Tobacco Condition, 74.5;
yield,
ternational Union and the
for
was
fore
he
.42" 752.4
guardian
appointed
Union, were shot on the ranges
pounds; production, 851 million the American congress."
.302
here today. The feature event that
pounds.
Senator Cummins insisted the Dem
to a close the 1913 meeting
74.9; yield, 8.4; ocrats had not followed the
princi brought
was the
team match
Pet. production, 20,000,000.
laid down by the president. In
ples
Rice Condition, SS.O; yield, 32 S; his book, that, congress "should open with rifles. Three teams, representing
.627
.5611 production, 27,000,000.
the door and let there be light, on the United States, Peru and the ArgenHay Preliminary estimate of pro- things the people ought to know tine Republic, competed.
.535
The final stages of the international
.511 duction, 63,000,000 tons; quality, 91,7. about."
He added that "through the presl-- ' entry rifle match under the auspices
.499
Apples Condition, 47.7.
Union and the
.4111
dent's domination of congress that of the
reindividual
.434 AMERICAN
YACHT
body was rapidly passing into a "sub- Grand International
were shot. By night
match
also
entry
.3M
attitude."
CUP.
WILSON
(servient
W)NS
too, it was expected that the running
Marblehead. Mass., Sept. 9. The
revolWork for the New Mexican, it 11 deer, miniature and individual
President Wilson cup, emblematic of
ver matches, which have been drawn
Pet.
Sonder yacht su- working for you, for Santa Fe and out over
the week Just passed, will
.584
premacy, was won today by the Ellen, tha new state.
have been concluded.
.521
Prior to the final stages of the
.503
grand international individual
.478
EXIT ; MOURNERS match Switzerland is holding the first
TANGO MAKES ITS
CAFE
.471 CHICAGO
four places.
.449
LAMENT WITH RAGTIME SOBS.

Standing of the Clubs.

and Herzog Destined To Meet Again.

SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY,

t2
0

8
7

1

2

Robinson,

....
...

0
4

Stack

4
6

3
2

Maff wens'

and

ing space, and, of course, those choice
(B Gyene Morgan.)
had
American Association.
Chicago, Sept. 9. First they called seats beside the trotting rink
it Tango then they called it Tawngo, been reserved for WEEKS AHEAD!
At St. Paul (First game)
1
5 1 but the police won the pronunciation
O, how they trotted; How they ragIndianapolis
!
O,
7 12 0 contest.
How they
ged!
St. Paul ...
how they loved
how
O,
sagged!
therethey
it
Willis, Wetzel and Casey; Walker
called
and,
cheesy,
They
it, and no one got fagged!
and Miller.
fore, it's off the map.
The dancers bent, shuffled, twisted,
The other evening the restaurant
At Kansas City
and skedadtango, the bunny hug. the turkey dipped, slid,
2
9 2
Columbus
and all the rest of 'em went dled.
trudge
3
6 0 out of business in
Kansas City
Chicago.
"Isn't it a shame!" nearly everybody
Davis and Smith; Allison and
They went out with a whoop.
remarked.
Funny thing they were
of
in
out
a
blase blaze
They went
not referring to the dance. They
glory.
meant that the idea of stopping that
Pacific Coast League.
Everybody obeyed the police order restaurant tango was a shame.
to stop dancing in cafes forevermore.
ALL AT ONCE THERE WAS A
But the dancers kicked to the very HUSH.
At Oakland
8
2
Portland
last minute.
The artist thought the musicians
6
8
A certain fellow, said to be an had been arrested for breaking the
San Francisco
Hagerman, Stanley and Fischer; artist, and myself went forth to wit- speed law.
ness the demise of rhythmic evoluHenley and Clarke.
This was not so.
tions. We went to see 'em croak.
The lights went out, then on again
At Los Angeles (Morning game)
And say
in a flash, and everybody told every3 5 2
Venice .,.
We certainly saw those "rag" danc- body else, that the LAST
5 10 1 es shuffle off!
Los Angeles
would NOW be danced in Chicago.
In order to mourn at the bier of
Klepfer, Griffin and Sterret; Chech
What an impressive moment!.
and Byrnes.
the restaurant tango we selected the
Partners were grabbed, chairs tossmost expensive tangodrome in town. ed on their spines, and the floor was
At Sacramento (Morning game)
There was a crowd of mourners stand occupied by 200 couples. The music
3 5 1 ing in
the lobby. Their mourner began. It was a pathetic ballad, playOakland
4 9 2 dresses were mostly slashed at the
Sacramento
ed in chopstick meter .about a poor
OBrien and Rohrer; Arrelanes and hem, and red sashes, green ladies' guy who got too much mustard on bis
Chech.
waistcoats, diamond necklaces and ice cream.
lent a sad .and
radium
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
The dance was on!
A police whistle trilled.
Reports of games received too late solemn aspect to the scene.
New
for publication in yesterday's
We all saw double when we reached
The orchestra whisked to "The
.
Mexican:
the doors. The head waiter was quite Dead March from Saul."
beside himself. Every one wanted a
The dance was off! And in Chicago
National League.
table RIGHT NEXT the center danc- - the tango Is "off" for good!
At Cincinnati (Second game)

Colonist
Tickets to
California

pickle-dipped-

-

snow-plowe- d

cafe-tang- o

shoe-buckl-

On Sale Daily,

September 25 to
October 1013
Very Low Fare
to nearly all point in California,, the Northwest, and many
places intermediate.

i

.

...

Liberal atopover privileges.
:

Accepted In Pullman Tourist
Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
carried on Santa Fe Faat Trains.

Three trains daily from Kansas
City to California.
Personally
sions.

conducted

excur-

For literature, fare and service
from here, apply to

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
SANTA FE,

j:

NEW MEXICO.

f

i
;

T
i

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

,

STATES

ft

BANK

TRUST GO.

PATED MUSIC

j

TRADE
TO

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

MUST

CEASE

DECIDES JUDGE

AT

ABBOTT WHO IS ALSO

TELLS

SYNCO-

HE

RE-

DANCES.

GULAR
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APPLICANT FOR
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

5

I

O. C. WATSON & CO.

1

Lumber and Transfer Co.
FOR

UETDQ,TTA.TTT3TfS

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
1

GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

A

COLONEL

FIGHT IN

Ads always
Mexican Want
LINDHARDT New Mexican Want Ads always New results.
ry it.
bring
The reply that he would remain
bring results. Try it.
neutral in case of war between the
125 Palace Ave.
United States and Great Britain nearly
cost Harold Viveash his citizenship
papers this morning.
S. Parker and Edwin Goodwin,
DRY
The naturalization case came up be- - (orge
ADOLF
real estate men of San!
,,romiiiPtit
fore judge 13. C. Abbott in the district
,)lpg0 are ,mek in the titv afl(?r a trip
court. Judge Abbott had just comeU( (he
They are at the .Monte,
back from Camp Perry where he
Z.ma.
a
the Springlleld nlle, and made
spien
John II. '. Jones and L. M. Carnes,
did score, on the firing line.
of didders, and S. J. Ward and W. T.
in
The idea of war may have been
owers. of Waco, Texas, have return-- j
Judge Abbott's mind for the past l'ewi ed to the city after a trip around this
days, but it evidently took Mr.
purl of New Mexico looking for cattle
veash by surprise.
ranges. They are at the .Montezuma.
"So you wish to become a citizen of: Miss Virginia King of Salt Lake
'
a few days,
the United states.' saiu juuge Auuoii..(-,j(.iy
' js ,n
ae Mr, Viveash arose to reply to qucs- - lhe
(s( ()f ,u,r n,.'0,i,el., W. R. King.
CALL AND SEE US.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
tions; his witnesses, internal tveveuuK ;oninB P,mjmer in the office of the hy-- :
- w
f(. survey.
Miss King is en Bj
Collector .Manuel 11. Otero and Vere
PHONE 180.
route to Chicago, where she will enter:
SAN FRANCISCO ST..
Boyle, sitting near by.
IWMMBW
i
H
"Yes, your honor," said Mr. Viveash. M.no0,
nr. W. L. Brown of Espanola, is in
'In case of war with Ureat Britain,
city today enroute home from Alwhat would you do." asked Judge
INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
nott,
buquerque, where he placed his boy.
El-- I
"I'd remain neutral, your honor, Everitt Foster, in school. Sam
Several fine
said .Mr. Viveash looking peaceful audjdodt and wife of Chamita were also
to
; passengers to Albuquerque today
a more
on Marcy
perhaps thinking of the questions
there.
in
son
the
their
university
citizens as place
ways asked about would-bAlso
nrice.
W.
of
the
Marshall
Hall, president
It,) their ability to keep the peace.
and
L.
Avenues.
Don
Green Commission company,
lots on Buena Vista
Judge and Colonel Abbott stared at
of tba Merchants' Kxon one of
!,l,e applicant for naturalization.
in
Two
.
...
neutral'.'" he cnange or oi. i.ouis, .ho., is in u,e
"You would remain
An
home
ideal
Llewellyn C.
vliiK Ms brothers,
ked in surprise.
Hall. Today he
Mr Viveash said that would be his! Hall ajid Addison
Then the lodge explained to: Ited the camp of the Cold Hill Placer
near Cieneguilla.
i.:,n tht when one becomes a citizen .vining company,
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. Al.
He was accompanied by Llewellyn C.
of this country one must be ready to
M.
StautTer.
Unlit for this country in case of need, Hall and Charles
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE," HAYWARD HAS IT.
when a foreign power is engaged at:
LOSS LESS THAN SUPPOSED
war with the United States.
in HOT SPRINGS FIRE,
Mr. Viveash looked embarrassed
the
and to further questions asked by
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTbe
not Springs. Ark., Sept, 9. Accord-judge, he slated that he would
See our display
IVE
GIFT.
mother
the
here
statement
war
to
with
made
a
l0
to
FILIGREE
public
go
,.g
willing
oi Necklaces, Cuif Buttons.
country if he became a citizen of tlie t,(iay uv j, s. Speed, manager of the
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
United Stales. That cleared the difl Arkansas agricultral bureau, the prop-- '
answer to remain e)ty loss in the rcent fire was ?2,2.r0,- "Your
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
f'.rulty.
INVESTIGATING NEW
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
neutral was almost enough to exclude ij lln,, w Itli the insurance loss placed at
arid
YORK CENTRAL BOND ISSUE. jou from citizenship, Mr. Viveash," Jl .500,000. Thirty-twpieces of jewelry.
inift the indue.
blocks were burned, including MSI
InvestiSAN FRANCISCO STREFT.
buildings. Of these S3 were brick, 12
Washington, D. C, Sept. 9.
This One Was Wise.
H. C. YONTZ,
gation of the proposed issue by the:
was Carl Stef-- j l'ick veneered and 423 frame.
A
brilliant
applicant
New York Central railroad of ?1C7,-- ten who told the court he wished to
02,400 of four per cent, mortgage i enounce
allegiance to Kaiser Wil- GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,
bonds, was formally begun today by helm of Germany and become a citizen
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR.
the interstate commerce commission. of the United States.
"Did you ever serve in the oernian mane n i men, mossy, wavy, Luxuriant and Remove Dandruff Real
army?" asked Judge Abbott,
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
A CONFESSION
Surprise for You.
"No, your honor.''
"Mi. then you escaped military)
Your hair becomes light, wavy, fluffy
dutv did vou?" said the judge smiling
'did not 'escape,' vonr honor," said abundant and appears as soft, lustrous
"i
ReHack and Baggage Lines.
and beautiful as a young gril's after
Hopes Her Statement, Made Public,
nun .... t,,r.h ton small a "Danderine hair cleanse."
i vvo i,if
Just try
jimeneii.
Best Rigs you can
will Help Other Women.
in the chest measurement."
with a little
a cloth
Then the judge this moisten
There was laughter.
it
draw
i
and
PROMPT SERVICE.
Danderine
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
carefully
SADDLE PONIES.
said: "What is the difference between
one small
hair,
faking
must
Ala.
"I
1
d
says
3
Hines,
confess",
0 San Francisco St.
Phone 139.
Utrand at a tin
government of this country
(miiBP
Thin will
Mrs. Eula Mae Keid, of this place, "thai the
f
sienen . m
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me hat. of Germanyto the next, question! fhe ha,r of (lst drt an(, exceiisiv(1 oil
moments you have
a great deal of good.
txomptly. Then
Before I commenced using Cardui, I as to the branches of government in (onll(,rt
0PalIty of your hair,
without.
1
answered
a
had
ate.
Steffen
would spit up everything
this country
nfig)dpg beautifying the hair at. once
"The execu-- )anavrine dissolves every particle of
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was ;aa instant's hesitation:
I could
irregular.
hardly drag around, (live (which he pronounced 'execute-- j ,an,iruff; cleanses, purifies and
)
and would have severe headaches con
and the judi- - f:ratpK the scalp, forever stopping
the
legislative
7
?
tinuously.
ins and falling hair.
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely
will
most,
will
the
on
what
you
applicant,
beamed
please
rjut
The
eat.
judge
Everything
quit spitting up what
seems to digest all right, and I have Then he called on one of the wit-- he after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
H. Tonnis, as to the character
gained 10 pounds in weight."
If you are a victim of any of the numer- cf'the'anDlicant. Tonnis, who was a downy at. first yes but really new
ous ills so common to your sex, it is
the German army, stood hair growing an over me scaip. If
wrong to suffer.
!um with
bearing and answer- you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
military
For half a century, Cardui has been re- led
"He is all right, of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
loud
voice:
a
in
lieving just such ilis, as is proven by the
Knowlton's Danderine from any drug
thousands of letters, similar to the above, your honor." Judge Abbott coma noi
gist or toilet counter, and just try it.
which pour into our office, year by year. help smiling.
some
created
Cardui is successful because it is comAnother witness
posed oi ingredients which act specifically Amusement because he was slightly
on the womanly constitution, and helps deaf and had to be asked a question qjinuuinnjxnninnnrinJiuiruiruririn
ouiia tne weakened organs oacK to neaitn
twice before he would reply.
and strength.
Oppose Polygamy.
Cardui has helped others, and will help
you, too. Get a bottle today. You
To those unfamiliar with the natwon't regret it Your druggist sells it.
uralization proceedings the question
WriU itt : Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Ladles' Ad- asked each applicant if he believed in
for
Tenn.,
Special
Dept.,
Chattanooga,
visory
some amusement.
on your case and
book, "Home polygamy caused
Treauneiu for Woman," mm in plain wrapper. NC120 Both Viveash and Stetfen replied with
much firmness on litis subject in such
n way as to make the court believe
that they would not propagate Brig-haYoung's doctrines in New
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
in the billing and tabulating typewriter is attained
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Cut Prices in All Departments.
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building lots
at
Street
SALE
than reasonable
and
Gaspar
main streets.
acres fruit
site.

JOSEPH

B. HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

1

i

JEWELRY

o

one-hal- f

:

I

JEWELER,

THE STAR BARN
GENERAL LIVERY

I

Entire Stable
get.

stocked.

Phone 100 and 35 W.

P. TRAIN TURNS
OVER. IS THE REPORT

is being shown in the East.

I

HS3F"Your Business Solicited.

MO.

-

FALL MILLINERY

CITIZENSHIP
TO

READY

SECRETARY
LANE WHILE
REVIEWING PARADE TODAY.
Oakland. Calif., Sept.
Secretary
of the Interior Franklin K. Lane fell
in a faint here today while reviewing
tlie admission day parade of the .Native Sons organization.
He was removed to his brother's home in Berkeley, where it was reported that his

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. ft. A dispatch
received at .Missouri Pacific headquarters this afternoon says that an east
bound train from .Myrick, Mo., to Jefferson "ity, turned over four miles
FEATHER
IN
PATTERNS, SHAPES,
The engine went
east of Hoonville.
ETC.
NOVELTIES,
Physicians and
through a bridge.
wieeking crews are on the way there.
was personally selected by us condition was not serious.
The secretary had complained of not No word nf dead or injured has been
in Chicago. We show only what
feeling well before the parade started. received.

OF WAR.

The strains of the ".Midnight Choo
Choo'' will no longer fill the air; o'er
the slippery floor, the twinkling toes
will no longer take the caressing tan-telide, "one. two. three four! "the
whirl to syncopated music:, with its
thrills and dazzling dizziness, must
BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
depart.
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
The rag dance and the library hall
are no longer on speaking terms.
Cheap, if taken at once.
This is the news that has sped over
RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms best
the
city following the meeting of the
ef location. Cost owner about $8,000.
ladies of the Woman's Board of Trade
Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next 10 days
held yesterday afternoon. For years
the organization has held a monthly
furnished.
Completely
Eight-rooBungalow,flfl
di.nce and generally a dance of great
Rec
nf
month
Uli
Inratinn
net
V.
VI IV.UIIVII.
VH.UV
re.fc.J
1.IU...M.
delight and large attendance. Of
Two nicely furnished rooms.. Palace Ave.
cent da;e the "rag" in Ub many forms
has Invaded the precincts of the hall,
uncausing comment, favorable and
favorable.
The rag question came up at the
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
meeting of the ladies yesterday and
So
by a big vote the rag was tabooed.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
And last night maidens,
it is said.
toyoung and fair, put their heads
Phone, 189 J.
gether and were heard to say: "What
do you think af that?" and "We'll have
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
;
119 San Francisco St.,
to have rag parties of our own," and
so forth.
H
.14-Of course, when there are private
I I I I I II I I I I I I I I MH
dances at the library hall, this action
with the rag, it. is
v. ill not interfere
pointed out. It applies to dances held
R. J. CRICHTON,
C. L. POLLARD,
L. A. HUGHES,
under the auspices of the Woman's
of Trade.
Hoard
&
Treasurer.
President.
Manager
Secretary.
The action of the Klks and the
Woman's Board of Trade put the
quietus on the dance fautastiqne at
two favorite ball rooms. There is
still place to dance the rag at. the
Santa Ke club ball room and ah yes,
at the armory.
Those who have discarded the waltz
and two step as "old fashioned" may
(INCORPORATED)
as well return to their "first love" if
and
they are to shine at library hall
the Elks.
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

X

OF

THAT BAG FANTASTIQUE
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President.
J. B. LAMY,

BOARD

WOMAN'S

Our Large Stock of

ALMOST

TOO PEACEFUL

CHOOCHOO"

Does a General Banking Business.

Your Patronage Solicited

"MIDNIGHT VIVEASH WAS

MORE

NO

UNITED
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uy For ash !

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay,a trialGrain
and let us

show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

Give us

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

HENRY KRICKe
DISTRIBUTOR

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

.

1

invig-jive'-

1

-

j

HELLO

Where

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

Quality Governs the Price
and Price the Quality

PERSONALS
Gov. M. A. Otero is spending the day
in

CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE LOW RATES

San

Francisco

Los Angeles or

$21.10
$78.85

$47.35
$51.85
Minneapolis
Pueblo . . . $16.35
Col. Springs $18.15
191

. .

J.

For particulars regarding above rates, and rates to
other points, call on or address any
l many
agent of the Santa Fe.

Agt,

Pickles is
in the

Vinegar

30TH.

St. Louis

Return Limit, October 31st,

H. S. LUTZ

of Good

RATES-EA- ST

ON SALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER

Paul
Denver.

The Secret

$45.55

SUMMER TOURIST
$51.85
$51.85

Dickling
Reason
Is Now Here

San Diego,

$55.55
Chicago . .
. .
St.
. .
New York .

NOW

SANTA FE, N. M.

'

"

HAVE

PURE
WHITE

HALT

APPLE

emy.

CIDER VINEGAR

PICKLING VINEGAR
AND

SALAD

HEINZ

SPICED

VINEGAR.

H. S. KAUNE

Albuquerque.
Edwin M. Marshall of Mason, Nevada, is visiting friends in the city.
Edward H. Oakley leaves tomorrow
for Albuquerque on a business trip.
Steven Gancon, of Panama, arrived
last night and is at the De Vargas
hotel.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, lawyer and
r
historian, leaves today for Fort Sum-reto attend the big melon feast.
Rafael Romero, assistant secretary
of state, arrived last night from Mora
and today took up his duties In the
secretary's office.
Chas. A. SCheurich of Clovis, who
has been in northern New Mexico
boosting for the state fair, left for
home this afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Casados are here
from Elvira, N. M., bringing with them
sons and daughters to be placed in St.
Vichael's college and Loretto Acad

8

CO.

Where Prices ar B-- st
For Sufi- - Qua lit v.

MiH Lillian Duchemln and Miss
Pauline KinBell left this afternoon for
Los Angeles where they will enter
school. Both girls are quite popular
in the younger set of Santa Fe.
Alvan N. White, superintendent or
nnhlir Instruction and Gov. W. C. Mc
Donald left this afternoon for Fort
Sumner where thev will take in the
big melon day celebration there tomor
row.
O. L. Owen and wife and son, Mrs.
E. F.
Wnlniipntt. Miss MriCormlch.
Coard and T. H. Parkhurst, who had
onenr the nast ten davs at the cliff

dwellings at Frijoles canyon, returned
to Santa Fe last night.
Fred A. Heilbron, P. H. Goodwin,.

YES, THIS IS
THE

PURE FOOD
GROCERY

Efficiency

through the latest Remington development

the

Set

Ta b u Ia t
A e y

This single key sets the
Decimal labulator btops
for every variety of billing,
form and tabular work.
You simolv move the
carriage to the desired
ooints on the paper and at
each point strike the set key
that is all. Hand settings an
avoided; all complications are elinv
inAfd. The setting of the stops i
m

Phone 262.
NO MADAM
We do not give
premiums with our Coffee. You
can't make good Coffee out of
poor Beans. Vou can't expect to
make good coffee out of the
kinds that are half Premium, for
remember, you can't put the
Premium In the Cup Have a
Cup of our Coffee.

40c 35c
Gold Band Line
Bonnette
Old Fort Mocha & Java
White House
Barrington Hall
Liptons Yellow Label
Good value the best of the
cheaper coffees
Our bulk coffees the same
. grade you pay 40c for in
cans

The Climax of

30c
40c
40c
40c
40c
40c
25c

MM
l

i

a

-- -

as quick ana
simple as the operation of the

Tabulator itself.
The Set Key completes the work
of bringing every act in the operation of the Tabulator within the
compass of the keyboard. It makes
the operation of the Billing and
Tabulating Remington as easy and
as simple as ordinary typewriting.

Send for our illustrated booklet describing the new
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THE SERVICE OF A BANK
its customers should consist of a
great deal more than merely receiv- ing deposits and handling checking
accounts.

XllrW
ls
Mvll
5

ladies' hats and pretty headgear in the
Many people suffer Inconvenience and actual loss of money because
FARMER NEARLV
feathers for which they have been
they do not have the full service that a bank should render to its pat
on
account
we
and
of
killed,
which
STUCK FOR
rons.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
are facing today, an extermination of
This institution is fully equipped to serve you in every banking capa11.25
15.00
Dally, per quarter, by mall
Oally, per year, by mall
certain kinds of bird life.
.
Had it not been city and whatever your requirements may be you will find the facilities of
Detroit,
11.60
Sept.
f 2.50 Dally, per quarter, by carrier
Dally, six months, by mall
The pictures are giving the best
this bank of practical benefit.
0 .50
(1.00 Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
".I01 UU,UB. 01 a
and most forceful lesson that could
For over forty-twyears this bank has served the people of Santa Fe
iiv
uaun.7i
Mathias
alien..
rowier,
be shown in any possible way.
bimou, a tanner Jiving near that cltv. County and surrounding territory effectively and a cordial invitation is
extended to you to avail yourself of its services.
would have been robbed of $5,000
by
How Soon Forgotten.
he
swvndlers
melt
How it conies to us once in a while
u,uu
at ml.
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.. ..
... ..... n.m.mn
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
own every day affairs and we forget
The banker,
after
questioning
the men and the events that have Nlltint tllnra
....
.ft..... a" 1...
anul a- t...if
had so great a part in the growth
,
7 iiiir
SURPLUS UNO PROFITS. $242,000.00.
CAPITAL,
i cuouji oumjji w all leu
icn.
and in the development of the nation to
draw the $5,000 was not to buy
in so many different departments of a
farm three miles from Mt. Clemens,
life.
as he had said, but to bet on the races.
I saw, the other day, that the grave
The banker told Simon to go to De- " ..... ..11
nP K......... lT!..t.l
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,.
undone . ic.u, wn.o. no on ..nr.,
l" P""vo, turn am uieai
Ihim wa unmarked, in Hie citv'
cal
In
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tranP"R tne tw0 moil. The trap
nf Cliir-iiGood
and
I
tlti hunrwJliu t n was laid by Detectives
fn , ti"t lrnmv linw
... .
, Grossman
,
"Edward Miller, Buffalo
ue ana n seeniH Hiinusi murfuiun. i
,
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A HARD LESSON:
approacneu
do not know why the family of FieJd "
nd entertained him at the
One of the largest of the sheep reisers of New Mexico was speaking,
have allowed the grave of the sunny .lmon
hotel, waS telegraphed at
yesterday, of the present condition of the sheep market and tne present price
and human writer to go neglectedP..1!
t,,e .Cadlliac hoM tnat s
as
of wool.
but if they have, then the city ought
to see to it that this resting place of com,nSHe declared that the actual loss to New Mexico alone would be in the
&,mon was taken to Milwaukee
the poet of the children be made
neighborhood of three quarters of a million dollars. This, he declared, is on
"That girl you introduced me to is
and that he be kept in mind tiou W detectives and sent by train
account of the tariff agitation and the result of the coming free trade policy
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
"
depot to meet
of the Democratic party.
beautiful, but she is not an heiress. by all who love- the sweet and the!LU
was
luo
she
two
nnrt
said
The
Bwiuaiers.
who
annrec ate
tonHer things
It is believed by the sheep men that another year will see wool bringing She hasn't a sou, yet you
HOME
worth a million."
those little human touches that no one failed to appear, however, and Detec- not over six cents.
ueneves that a confederate
tell
"I didn't
l"e
Field.
did
as
Matrimonial
understood
Agent
Rtigene
From this action will come to the people of the country a lesson that
I said her face
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit wltb
He ought to have more than lust a 01 tne swindlers boarded the train at
you she had money.
cannot fail to prove the contention douching the right, side of the two theories value
dollars."
a
million
was
marked to show where he lies. Pontiac and informed Miller and his
grave
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
as to the relative value of protection and free trade, and the lesson will be one
In theiPartner " Detroit that Simon was not
He should have a monument
Central Location.
n
that cannot be misunderstood. For this reason it is well that the party in
the
train.
city park where all those who go
power is to have full swing and their policies fully tried out without anything
The train reached the Grand Junc-hicould see it, and recall the man, with
BYSTANDER
THE
C
to hamper a complete manifestation.
Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
faults, of course, but with theition depot at 11:20 a. m. and Simon,
HO
SEES IT.
We have been long arguing the relative merits of these two economic
heart of a child and the love of theacting on the instructions of the
policies and always heretofore the argument has been advanced that the
and beautiful that' is a rare tectives. lingered until 1:20 p. m. beDemocratic policy has not had a fair trial, but that cannot be urged in the
in our day when we think so fore going to the Cadillac hotel.
iquality
tema
will
A
be
Exercise.
one that
Pleasant
Imiinh if tlio enrHiri tliintrs and see SO
give
filer" lirui,.. rite or, cue
present instance, and though. the lesson may
of
the big
it will give a free and unmistakable demonstration
mat was a miguiy ii.easa.n
The trap was laid August 29 but
porary
jmtle of tlie gerM(, and the merciful
entertainment given ai me uauima
news of the attempt has since been
question.
'
when
, .
ld kept a secert in an effort to catch the
f t
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At the present time it does look as if the loss to this particular section billiard parlors last evening
ture exWb"ted todav we would have two swindlers.
was going to be heavy, but in the long run it may be the best thing, as Marcus Catton and Frank Qumby gave
of some real billiards.
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
1)etter world and ,'he frailties that
Part of the work of the two swindnothing teaches like a practical demonstration and by that alone will the peo- an exhibiion
!
There was a big crowd in attend-e hig vmM bp ost 8ight of ln lers was performed in the Pontchar-traiple learn and be satislied.
Proprietor of the
ance and all enjoyed the fine playing
t)at ln(1nlte compassion and sensitive-ohotel, where Miller met his mysJust at this time the Joss can be ascribed to nothing else than to the
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
the
After
two
game
the
experts.
a
0,
was
BQ great
ness which
part
terious "Mr. Yates." "Mr. Yates" at
tariff. There is no other possible reason for the sudden and heavy drop in the
Pottnn who IV thp WAV the
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
first refused to recognize "Miller," but
poet's makeup.
price of wool.
is goins to be the world's champion
The Best That Can be Bought I
to
the
think that
It seems a pity
when he was convinced that "Miller"
If It fell on the many it could be better borne, or if the fall in the price billiard
next
the
within
very
MARCUS CATTON,
abplayer
of ;Eugene Field has become
AT ANY PRICE
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Inside
cost
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information
the
cost
and
his
in
of
fall
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the
clothing
system
of the raw product took with it
few years, gave an exhibition of some solutely neglected and that it Is not of
Son of the Famous
beating ithe races, he consentd to
of necessary commodities it could be borne with smijing fortitude, but everywere
uncanny
that
shots
simply
Take no chances on either
fancy
even marked. Chicago ought to be place a few smaill bets. He took $10,
one knows thai the price of a suit of clothes will not go down a penny and and made one feel almost creepy as
"BILLY" CATTON,
asnamea or it. r.ven tne cni.aren orjcame back w(h
when a small amount will give
doul)Ied
$2). took
that the Joss is a real one and not imaginary.
he watched the way those balls rolled America ought, to take it up. if the
who will manage his billiard parit and took tne $40 and won $4 mom
you the protection that you
Who gets the benefit, then'.' That's the question.
at the command of thiB master of the older people do not, and show their
lors and instruct titose desiring to
"If I thought you fellows had any
need, and when you do use
cue.
appreciation of the poet who was money, we could just as well have
learn the game. All new tables,
a
get the best, as it is
than
is
There
nothing prettier
more man menu man any m ever ma(e a few hundreds
a
new
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Field's grave unmarked!
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Itthe Nortnandie hotel, cursing all the to the pastime.
a thing to be regretted.
tration that will improve, maintain and unify as one complete system theiRanie and since the coming an young
time because he did not have the
awak
has
been
Catton there
quite
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public thoroughfares of the country to the end that we may secure:
mortgage his farm.
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ening of interest in the great game
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to
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best
which next
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' A state
Office
United
Bank Building
States
highway system;
the world.
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"A county highway system:
I
not
do
I must confess that
A Good Idea.
quite
"A township highway system;
who has purchased the Insur.
A SUMMER HOME m
understand why here in Santa Fe
Since we are all stronir in the hone
each a distinct unit, yet all integral factors of a complete system of 'Good
ance Business of the L. A.
more interest in it Mneniot mePting each other in heaven,
S
not
there
is
"
'
iRoads Everywhere.'
Harvey Agency. Stronsr lines.
are so many young fellows who wouIdn-- t lt bfi a good idea to inject a Detroit, SeSpt. 9. While Jere O.
That is the meat of the whole question. We must have systematic action there
wnu little
are
as yet inaiiieu, ami
good companies, good protection
not
lend
that
"roads
roads
men
heaven into our meetings with Hutching, president of the Detroit
say,
ill the good roads movement. As the good
could find here at the Oatman parlors
them now, day by day? Raton Range. United railway, and his family were
somewhere."
a most delightful way to spend an
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
staying at their Grosse Point home,
Want Him Identified.
Willi this concentrated action from the national associations down to
at this great game.
who stole our Or-- a burglar with a taste for fine wines
When
the
those of Hie townships, we can have a system that will be effective and evening
party
The rooms are large and as well
B
chicken pets in hpnvpn wet visited Hutchins city home, 140 Mc- - B
bring to the people a lane, of wealth that can come in no oilier way.
European Plan.
as any in the west and evWOODY'S STAGE LINE
We of the west are in great need of this accessory to our assets and equipped is done
wear one of the feathers in Do"K'ass avenue
he'll
All Hours.
hope
Meals
At
make
to
the
opporerything
we
as
The burglar slept in Hutchins' bed
have;
his golden crown so he can be easily
it is a wise move that we are making in taking up the matter
Connec- in
Rooms
and
billiards
for
good
Elegant
good
tunity
and donned his pajamas. Detectives
and we should do all possible to keep the good work going.
identified among the other angels.
Prom
tlon. Steam Heat,
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company as likely as p'ossible.
Crowe and Wilson discovered this.
To this section in particular, just at this time, the good roads proposition
Iakewood Progress.
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We
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have
Electric
something
Baths.
and
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or
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Lights
is of incalculable importance as the drift of travel in the next two
He had gined entrance with a false y
Old Aage, Finally.
about exercise and the value of it and
three years is to be toward the west and a large proportion of it will be by the way to take it, and on this subject
Meets Both North South
A minister in Kansas prayed 22 'key, and during his two days' stay 1 RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
automobile.
I want to say that in the game of bil years that his father in New
York ransacked the house, looked over the 1 24 1 San Francisco Street.
m
Bounds Trains.
The south portion of the big southwest is making a great effort to direct liards, aside from the fact that it is might get out of the saloon business, Hutcntns collection of old coins. ,T,
Near S. W. Corner Plaza, gj
Leaves Barranca on the arrival l
g
this travel to that line known as the "Borderland Route," and in this effort the cleanest game in the world that is and the other
case, which contains
day the old man sold'0-- '
of the
1 the north bound train and arrives at
h ancient and modern, and lit- the disciples of this project seem to have the
as an indoor game, it furnishes out on account of old age. Springer !ona
Taos at 7 p. m.
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Westgard party.
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that
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Don't
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one that will advertise itself, and
ber about our hall here and that Is his store without an invitation.-Lakewoo- d ian wines. Cutting a ham from the
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ine nexi that
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we can retain the presence of
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once
name,
and
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do
get
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if
Progress,
part
Two open cook books near the stove
two years will be banner years
Marcus Catton during the winter and
Use It Yourself.
showed that the "burglar" was no
Ihe game is ours in the future.
coming spring if we give to the OatIf
can't
We cannot afford to be behind the other sections in this road matter, man hall a
you
put up your hammer, culinary expert, but proved that he
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such
it
patronage
of
in
the
so
much
and
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way
especially when we have so much at stake
serves and it is worth our effort. then use it commit suicide. There is was willing to learn.
real attractions to present. This is a great magnet, Let us make It effec- There is no better place of entertain- no room in a progressive community
Mrs. Hutchins expressed much surfive.
for the chronic knocker, and we are prise that her burglar was so gentle- ment in the city.
glad to say that such specimens of hu- - manly.
All Should See It.
Beyond leaving cigarette
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and will be given again tonight.
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Meditation From Thais
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feeling arid ills of a kindred nature are nature's danger signals.
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